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S TF&-C T 

:@y thesis explores %he ways in which J a ~ e  Atlstenls 

Mans f i e ld  Park and Fay Weldonis The Heart of che Count-ry 

rnighc be seen to subvert and disrupt the conventions of the 

drfirnest ic novel .  A2 t k o g h .  &usten ' s novels are .;riewed as 

exemplifying the conventions of the genre, while Weldon's is 

obvisus ly  anti-conventional, both these writers erect the 

structures of the f o m  in order to dismantle them from 

within, As we might expect, Austen's strategies of 

disruption are discreet and muted in comparison to the overt 

and flamboyant devices employed by her literary descendant. 

However, the means by which each of these writers inscribes 

her resistance to convention are remarkably similar, 

Beginning with tiancy Amstrong's assertion that 

domestic fiction is both "agent and product of a cultural 

change that attached gender to certain kinds of writing," my 

thesis argues that the primary "act" of domestic fiction is 

the inscription and prescription of gender roles-- 

specifically women's roles. In disrupting the conventions 

af the genre, these writers therefore resist the containment 

of these prescriptions. 

I chose to write on these two novels in particular, not 

only because Weldon frankly acknowledges her debt to Austen, 

but also because both texts incorporate a "theatrical" 

element which functions diafogicaliy in relation to the 



grivaie domestic r e a h  land indeed, to the boundaries of c l ~ e  

genre ieself 1 , WeLdcn drives a carnivalesque parade t h r ~ i t g i i  

The Heart cf Che Ccmnc4ryt while the domestic sanctity ot 

ns f i e ld  Park Fs threatened by the entrance into its circle 

"amateur theatricals." Since Weldon expliciely infuses 

text with "the ancient spirit of carnival," I consider 

Heart of the Cotlnt-ry in relation to Bakhtin's discussion 

carnival in Rabelais and His W o r I d ,  Austen's use of the 

trical device is less overtly carnivalesyue; 

rtheless, my thesis explores the way in which this 

ce allows her to challenge the authority of the dominant 

r, and the apparent tranquility of the text itself. The 

atrical" element is one of many subversive discourses i l l  

ch of the novels 

beyond the ending" 

which allow Pasten and Weldon to "write 

of domestic fiction itself. 



For Ally. 



Housed et-ezyk&ez-e b u t  nothere shut i n ,  
thls  is ths  mat60 sf zhe dreamer of dwell ings.  

Gaston Baehelard. 
The Paetics of Spice 
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In Fa-- WeTcionl s L e t t e r s  t o  A l i c e  on First Reading Jane 

Aus ten ,  Aunt Fziy w r i t , e s  to her niece "I look at the small 

round table in the house at Chawton at whish [Jane Austen] 

wrote Enuna, ~ a n s f i e f  d Park, and Persuas ion ,  and am told that 

when people came into the room she covered her work and put 

it aside. This image of Jane Austen discreetly penning 

her novels in the common sitting room has become emblematic 

of the situation of the woman writer, We return to this 

image again and again because of the peculiar fascination it 

exerts upon our imagination- We are drawn to it because it 

reveals much about the status of the nineteenth-century 

woman writer, but also because it evokes the dynamics of 

containment and division which have historically been so 

mch a part of women's experience, 

Mary WollsLonecraft articulated her frustration with 

this dynamic in A Vindication of the Rights of Women. She 

w r o t e ,  

I do earnestsly wish to see the distinction of sex 
confounded in society. . . . For this distinction 
is, I am firmly persuaded, the foundation of the 
weakness of character ascribed to women. ( 6 3 )  

Almcl s t  two centwries later, m e n  such as Weldon are still 

tl-ying to overturn this distinction, 

to destabilize narrative relations between dominznt and 
subordinate, container and contained, [so as] to 
destabilize the social and cultural relations of 
dominance and containment by which the conventionally 

Letters to Alice on F i r s f  Reading Jane Austen 82.  Future 
citations to this text will be abbreviated to LTA. 



3 
-a 

masculine subsumes and envelops the c a w e n t i a n a l l y  
r- . feminine- Bnxte 1 6 )  

The daaestic navel, which encloses within the limits ~ ? f  if s 

form the restricted realm of experience traditionally 

allotted to women, provides an ideal vehicle in which te  

explore and disra~pt these dynamics af containment. 

I first became interested in exploring domestic fiction 

when 1 began to consider the parameters o f  t h e  genre as 

analogous to the walls of the  home (the p r iva t e  domestic: 

sphere) ,  If women were historically both granted limited 

authority within the home, yet relegated t o  the conftnes of 

the private sphere, did the genre of the domestic novel 

function similarly? Eas it a realm in which women gained 

the freedom to write for the first time, yet one which 

simultaneously reinforced the division of society according 

to gender which relegated them to the home in the first 

gf ace? 

Certainly, Nancy Armstrongas definition of "domestic 

fictionu would seem to support this supposition. For 

Lmt rong ,  domestic f i c t i o n  is 

gender-inflected writing . . . [which] comes to us 
as women's writing. In designating certain forms 
as feminine, it designates ather writing as 
masculine, The enclosure that marks a Jane Austen 
novel does not simply distinguish her *world* from 
that [of her m P e  countex-parts] . The Boundaries 
it constructs . . . mask the difference between 
the world over which women novelists have 
authority--ihe domain of the personal--and that 
which is ruled by men qnd their politics ("Some 
Call It ~ietion," 6 2 )  

Armstrong's extended exploration of the domestic novel ,  
~esire and Dmes&Pc Fiction, explores the reciprocal 





sten takes aim at her society's attitudes towards novels 

{and novelists) in Northanger Abbey in a long authorial 

insert : 

I will not adopt that ungenerous and impolitic custuz~-i 
so co-mon with novel writers, of degrading by their 
common censure the very- performances, to the number of 
which they are themselves adding--joining with their 
greatest enemies in bestowing the harshest epithets on 
such works and scarcely ever permitting t h e m  to be read 
by their own heroine, who, if she accidentally takes up 
a novel, is sure to turn over its insipid pages with 
disgust, Alas! if the heroine of one novel he not 
patronized by the heroine of ~nother, from whom can she 
expect protection and regard? 

Per5aps the lowly status of the novel in park results from 

the predominance of women writers in the genre. Austen 

certainly seems to suggest this when she laments the fact 

that 

the abilities of the nine-hundredth abridger of the 
History of England, or of the man who collects and 
publishes in a volume some dozen lines of Milton, Pope 
and Prior, with a paper from the Specmcar,  and a 
chapter from Sterne, are eulogized by a thousand pens 
[while] there seems almost a general wish of decrying 
the capacity and undervaluing the labour of the 
novelist. (EA, 373 

Aware of the censure to which women novelists were subject, 

Austen's response w a s  f i ; ~  set limits to her art lrdhi~h 

correspond "exactly [to] the limits she perceived as imposed 

on female experiencem [ G i l b e r t  & Gubar, Norton 2051, She 

refraLsed from situating her writing in the public masculine 

realm, and restricted it tc topics suitahfe for a female-- 

indeed a ladylike--readership. which meant those subjects 

Northanger Abbey 37. Future citations to this text will 
be abbreviated to 



nertaining to the ~ r i v a t e  domain.' In doing so, she gave - 

shape so the form of the domestic novel as we know it. 

This thesis explores the ways in which Jane Austen's 

MansfiePd Park and Fay Heldon's In the Heart of the Country  

respond to the conventions of domestic fiction. I realize 

that the pairing of Austen and Weldon seems an unlikely--and 

even an uncornfortabfe--marriage. Weldon, often considered a 

"post -modernist, "7 may at first appear a strange candidate 

for inclusion in the domestic canon. In defence of this 

choice, however, I offer Weldon's frank acknowledgement of 

her debt to her literary foremother: Letters to Alice On 

First Reading Jane Austen, (which is, as its title suggests, 

a series of letters of literary advice written after the 

model of Austen's own letters to her nieces Anna Austen and 

Fanny Knight). Moreover, Weldon herself invites this 

comparison by situating her novel, to use Bakhtin's terms, 

in dialogic relaiion to "the background of normal literary 

language, the expected literary horizonn ("Discourse in the 

Noveln 3141, which in this case is the genre of domestic 

fiction, and by extension, the writing of Austen herself, 

Austen's awareness of her own constraint may be inferred 
f m m  her infarnus (and no doubt ironic) description of her 
OW wrieing as *the little bit (two Inches widel of Ivory on 
which I work with SO fine a brush, as produces little effect 
afker much Zabsus" (Letter to J. Edward Austen, 26 Dec. 
k8Pfi l  letter 134 of Jane A u s t e n l s  Letters to her sister 
Cassandra asld athers. 467-470). Future citations to this 
text will be abbreviated as Letters. 

' Molly H i t e  and David Lodge both argue for Weldon's status 
as a post-modern miter. 



Furthemore, as my thesis will show, there is a marked 

similarity in the strategies used by each of these w r i t e r s  

to inscribe their resistance tc the containment of the f o r m .  

en I first embarked upon this project, I naively 

ned that my exploration of Austen's writing would 

me with a neat paradigm of the domestic novel, and 

rmed with this paradigm--I could then proceed to 

ue the various ways in which Weldon subverts the 

ions of the form. But despite my intentions, I found 

proach disintegrating at my fingertips. For the 

s of trying to establish the conventions of domestic 

throtigh the vehicle of Jane Austen's writing is ( t o  

itably domestic metaphor) not unlike knitting a 

as it unravels itself from the other end. 

part, this problem is inherent to any study of the 

. For when we attempt to define a novelistic genre by 

s conventions, we are soon reminded that genres 

Bakhtin tells us, it is the 

cize itselfu ("Epic and Novel" 

61, and indeed this ability is the defining characteristic 

of the genre. Any study of novelistic convention therefore 

inevitably unearths a corresponding anti-conventional 

tezdency. A s  Joseph Boone fotind in his own study of 

domestic fiction (in particular the ~flarriage plot), 

the very act of deciphering the many plots by which 
social ideologies of love and sexuality have given 
shape to a novelistic tradirion uncovers a simrtitanerjus 
counter-narrative: the persistent 'undoing' of the 
dominant tradition by the contradictions concealed 



within the specific forms that its representations of 
"life' and 'love' have assumed. 12) 

Moreover, because the novel is dialogic by nature, it 

allows writers to appropriate genres in order to engage 

their forms in dialogue. "The novelistic discourse 

dominating a given epoch is itself turned into an object and 

itself becomes a means for refracting new authorial 

inten~ions" (Bakhtin, "Discourse in the Novel" 309). Jane 

Austen does this in both Northanger  A b b e y  and Love and 

F r e i n d s h i p .  Nor thanger  Abbey inverts "both the conventions 

of the sentimental novel and the conventions of traditional 

romance that were beginning to reinvade it through the 

contemporary cult of the Gothic" (Lodge 119). In con'rast 

to the angelic pictures of perfection cast as protagonists 

in sentimental novels, Catherine Morland is a naive, 

ignorant girl whom "[nlo one who had ever seen in her 

infancy, would have supposed . . . born to be a heroine" (NA 

131, but a heroine she is, in search of a Gothic mystery. 

The characters of Laura and Sophia in Love and F r i e n d s h i p  

are similar parodic inversions of the sentimental heroine. 

At the end of the tale, Sophia expires after swooning too 

ass. Her last words to Laura warn her 

eself according to literary 

woon is a pleasing trait in 

OUS. . . . 



Run mad as often as you choose, but do not faint . " 
(Volume the Second 5 2 )  

Austen's delight in playing with the conventions of 

tion is evident in her early work, and throughout th? 

of her writing she appropriates various literary 

es to her own purposes. The domestic novel as 

lified by Austen is in itself an amalgamation of 

. David Lodge describes the novel in her hands as a 

the sentimental novel and the comedy of manners 
with an unprecedented effect of realism. . . . 
All her novels have the basic structure of the 
didactic love story that derived from Richardson, 
albeit with much variation, modification, 
displacement and even inversion of its basic 
components. (116-117) 

f Austen ingests the novelistic dis~ourses of her 

essors and refracts them into new forms for her own 

poses, so too is her writing in turn appropriated. "For 

s continue each other, in spite of our habit of judging 

them separately," as ~irginia Woolf reminds us ( 7 9 ) .  

Austen's later novels are more subtle in their 

manipulation of convention than Nor thanger  Abbey and the 

juvenilia, but her resistance to the containment of the form 

can still be deciphered; they simultaneously exemplify the 

conventions and dismantle from within. This is one of the 

reasons why Fay Weldon fondly refers to Austen as a "secret-, 

subversive" (~ntroduction to Discipline vii) . 

Since the study of convention as  a means to define 

genre is inherently problematic (convention always giving 

rise t o  anti-convention), Carolyn Miller's approach is 



particularly useful: "a rhetorically sound definition of 

genre must be centered not on the substance and form of 

discourse but on the action it is used to accomplish" (151). 

N.~I'IG~ Armstrong defines domestic fiction as both 

agent and product of a cultural change that 
attached gender to certain kinds of writing, 
Female writing--writing that was considered 
appropriate for or could be written by women--in 
fact designated itself as feminine, which meant 
that other writing, by implication, was understood 
as male. ( D e s i r e  and D o m e s t i c  Fiction 2 8 )  

Therefore, the primary "act" of domestic fiction appears to 

be the construction and inscription gf gender- Since 

domestic fiction is "female writing--writing written for 

women," the act of erecting many of the conventions of the 

genre allows Weldon land, indeed, Austen) to engage in a 

dialogue with the assumptions about gender inscribed 

therein. As Aunt Fay tells her niece, "[tlhe writer must 

write out of a tradition--if only to break away from it" 

(LTA 3 1 - 3 2 )  . 

One of the most persistent inscriptions of femininity 

in our culture is that ideal of Victorian Womanhood--the 

Angel in the House. And domestic fiction has played a 

this inscription. Armstrong asserts that "the 

ed--was indeed necessarily antecedent 

it represented" ( D e s i r e  and D o m e s t i c  

e idealized image of the middle-class 

anuals of the eighteenth 

'the entire surface of 

came "to mirror those 



kinds of writing--the novel among them--which represented 

the existing fields of social infornation as contrasting 

masculine and feminine spheres " (Desire and Oo~nestic Ci t t i 0 1 1  

9 ) .  She goes on to note that 

] y  the end of the eighteenth century, conducc books 
d settled on one kind of fiction as truly safe for 
ung women to read [and, we might add, to write] . 
is was a non-aristocratic kind of writing that was 

polite and particularly suitable for a female 
ership. It also had the virtue of dramatizi-ng the 
principles sketched out in the conduct books. 

esire and D o m e s t i c  F i c t i o n  9 7 )  

this inscription of gender has its genesis in the 

manual, it comes down to Austen via Samuel 

dson, who may be considered the father of the domestic 

for a number of reasons. In his depiction of Pamela, 

woman who not only retains her virtue but 

ates the baser instincts of Mr. B., Richardson 

inscribes the ideal of femininity as she is represented in 

the conduct manuals of the period. According to writers 

like Hannah More, "the well-being of [civilized] . . . 

states, and the virtue and happiness , . . perhaps the very 

existence of . . . society" (I: 5 )  depends upon the success 

of "female influence," As the story of Pamefa: as V i r t u e  

Rewarded illustrates, the proper role of women is to use 

their "female influenceu as a stabilizing force in society. 

-strong argues that "written representations of t h e  

self allowed the modem indivi&xial to become an econsnic and 

trong argues that ' act "female influence" 
sforms society, 



ovels such as Pamela (l740), Clarissa (1747-48), 

j ,  and Emma (1816), mark a shift to 

aracters' who change, grow, and develop in 

the narrative. Rather than the 'generic 

And as the titles of these novels reveal, 

most often a woman. This is what prompts 

in Letters to Alice, that "it is 

e Austen's novels that it is the women who 

, rather than the men" (100) . 

lopment undergone by these 

which the genre of domestic fiction 

ing her integrityu 

f mannersn is 



When E. M. Forster wrote that "[njearly all novels are 

feeble at the end. . . . If it were not for death and 

marriage I do not know how the average novelist would 

conclude" (93 -941 ,  he identified the stranglehold that the 

marriage plot has exerted uporr novelistic form. But in its 

containment of women's roles it is perhaps even more 

suffocating. Rachel Blau DuPlessis makes this point when 

she asserts that in the traditional romance or marriage 

plot, "the rightful end of women was social--successful 

courtship, marriage--or judgmental of her sexual and social 

failure--deathn (1). Indeed, Carolyn Heilbrun sees the 

marriage plot as so basic to our cultural representations of 

gender that she has deemed the it "the heterosexual plot on 

which the class system and patriarchy rest" (qtd. in Bowers 

and Brothers 15). 

Boone identifies three "common trajectories ascribed to 

the course of love [which] whether or not marriage is 

actually attained . . . uniformly uphold the concept of 

romantic wedlock as their symbolic center and ideal end." 

For my purposes, the most important of these patterns are 

the courtship plot whose comedic ending follows 
upon the systematic removal of those obstacles 
previously impeding union. . . . A dark inversion 
of the courtship format, the seduction plot 
generally transforms the would-be lovers into 
sexual antagonists and division replaces union as 
the end point toward which the metonymic flow ~f 
the narrative sequence is directed. The almost 
invariably tragic denouement that closes the 
seduction tztle or subplot , . . ultimately works 
to uphold social noms--in particular, by mourning 
the abuse of virtue or by indicting those er r ing  



prat agonis t s who have 
of morality and ideal 

Within these variagiores 3~ 

betra-jred the higher dictates 
love. : I01  

the saxe basic t h e m e ,  

roIes are endlessly inscribed according to those social 

doctrines which represent them as the rightful inhabitants 

of the private domestic xeafm, 10 

L i k e  many women after her, Eusten learned how to 

inscribe her resistance to patriarchal constructs fsuch as 

the marriage plot) while at the same fime living within 

their constraints. Mary Jacobus argues that this is a 

common experience for women writers- She therefore calls 

for a feminist approach ta language that would see 

writing, the production of meaning . . . [as] the 
site both of challenge and otherness; rather than 
(as in more traditional approaches) simply 
yielding the themes and representation of female 
oppression, Difference . . - becomes a traversal 
af . . . boundaries , . - that exposes these very 
boundaries for what they are--the product of 
phallocentric discourse and of women's relation to 
patriarchal culture. Though necessarily working 
within 'rrde' discourse, women's writing {in this 
scheme) would work ceaselessly to deconstruct it: 
to write what cannot be written. ( 5 2 )  

Since the marriage plot 'derives from the constructions of 

gender that are present in cultural representations of the 

sexes as polar opposites" (Boone la), domestic fiction 

becomes one of the structures of phallocentric discourse 

ssicns of the mrriage/courtship 
s T22 Courtsship Novel 17'40-28213, 

o g q  versus Wedlock: 



Austen and Weldon employ in common a number of 

overlapping strategies w i ~ k r  which they disrupt the a u t  h n r . i t ~ -  

airiarchai discourses--among them the genre of domestis 

itself (and within the domestic fiction, the 

e plot 1 . As we tmuld expect, we need not venture f n r  

e Heart af the Country to stumble upon Weldon's 

ions. Austen's resistance is more muted, but no less 

nt, nevertheiess, 

chose to write on Mansf ie ld  Park and The Near'C cc?k the 

in particular because both novels incorporate a 

ical" element which functions in dialogical relation 

e private domestic realm, Weldon drives a 

sque parade through The Heart of the Cotlncr~r w h i l e  

stic sanctity of Mans f i e id  Park is threatened by 

"Gaod Heavens, Amateur Theatricals ! " lLTA 1351 . The 

introduction of these "theatricalsu constitutes an inserticn 

of genres which centrifugally disrupts the conven t ions  af 

the domestic form, thereby forming a site of  resistance 

within the text. The genre itself is placed in dialogue 

with another genre, But the theatrical element i n  each 

novel afso serves to bring the public and private reaLms 

inks dialogic alignment, thereby allowing each writer to 

traditional dynamic af diviskon- As we might expect, the 

private realm appears to be protected in Mansf ie f  d Park when 

Sir Thomas returns m-d removes the disreputable elements 



from his home, In T-he Hear5 of the C o u n t r y ,  order is not so 

easily restored, 

k3efdon explicitly infuses her ncvei with "the ancient 

spirit of carnival" (1871, and indeed, her invocation of 

this sign system is the central technique she empioys to 

fauqh at the "official" structures of the dominant order in 

the novel. The H e d r C  or' the C ~ u - r l t r y  therefore merits 

analysis in relation to Bakhtin's discussion of carnival in 

Rabefais and His World. M a r y  Russo points out that 

Bakhtia's work on carnival has some interesting 

ramifications for feminists: 

the discourse of carnival. moves away from modes of 
critique that would begin from some Archimedean 
point of authorsty without, to models of 
transformation and comterproduc~ion situated 
within the social systez and symbolically at its 
margins. (214)  

Carnival therefore provides a means by which women writers 

eiln work from the inside out, rather than from a position 

thaL is separate and other. It is one device which enables 

them to "write what cannot be written," Austen's 

inv~cation of the theatricals (which Terry Castle has 

identified as a distant descendant of the fictional 

carnival1 is used to Par less blatant ends than is the 

camivalesque in Weldon's novel, but the difference is one 

of degree rather i k m  intent, For true to the carnivalesque 

than we might expect from so apparently 



I draw cn 3akhtin1s corresponding theories of dialogism 

to unravel further subversive threads in these r w  novels, 

Ithough nry method migh- l  more correctly be termed s 

feminist dialogics . " O a f  e M. Bauer and S u s a : ~  Mcliinsr t'l- 

lain C h e  relevance of this approach for  f e m i n i s t s :  

what is crucial to a feminist dialogics is that-. 
resistance can begin as private when women 
negotiate, manipulate, and often subvert systems 
of domination they encounter. . . . For 
feminists, Bakhtin's theories of the social nature 
of the utterance--of b o ~ h  the inner and outer 
words--provide a critical language that allows us 
to pinpoint and foreground the moments when the 
patriarchal wurk and khe p e r s u a s i v e  resistance to 
it come into conflict. By highlighting these 
contradictions, a feminist dialogics produces 
occasions for ehe disruption and critique of 
dominant and oppressive ideologies. The conflict-. 
of discourses in a novel, the inevitable 
polyvocality of a genre that reproduces language 
as a web af comunicatians . . . [reveals] the 
dominant discourse, f 3 -4 1 

dialogic approach is particularly helpful in uncavering 

and identifying the resistances in Austen's writing because 

it acknowledges that "trjesiskance is not always vsiced i n  

autkoritative or public w a y s "  (Bauer and M d z K i n s t r j  3 1 .  

Gilbert and G u b a r  describe Austen's writing as " f i c t i o n  

that proclaim its docility and restraint, even as it 

uncovers the delights of assestian and rebellion" {MdCI~gofilan 

T 6 ! 3 ) _  It Is i n  Ehis "double-voiced discourse" fmost o f t e n  

faund. B u t  it can be deciphered, too, i n  the dialcgic 
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CHAFTEF I 

RESISTIEG TEE ANGEL : LICENCE 

-im THE HOUSE OF THE FATHER 

In Northanger -!Lbbeqi, Catherine Marland Ianerrt s that: 

"history tells [her] nothing that does not either vex or 

weary [her) . . . the men all so good f o r  nothing, and  

hardly any womenM ( 3 0 8 ' f  , And in Persuasion, Anne ElLi r_? t  

remarks to Captain HarvilLe, "Men have had every advantage 

of us in telling their o m  s t o q .  Education has been theirs 

i n  so much higher a degree; the pen has been in rheir hands" 

62341, It seems difficult to deny the awareness of women's 

marginality which informs such statements. But although 

feminist criticism has begun to open up a space for a 

reading of Jane Austen which focuses on the resistances t o  
- 

the patriarchal status quo inscribed in her writing, a large 

contingent of the canon of Austen critics still insists chat  

the yoking of "AustenH and "feminism" in khfi same sentence 

is an act of extremism, leaving the feminist critic to feel 

that she should modify her stridency to a more hushed and 

lady-like tone before entering the common sitting room i n  

which tradition dictates that Austen reside. 3. 

The two staunchest (and most author i ta t i%re)  defenders ot 
the cmservative view of Austen are Alistair Duckworeh, in 
The Impravment of the Estafse ,  and Marilyn Eutcler, in Jane 
Austen clod ihe Mar sf Ideas ,  



In h i s  Inizroducticin tc Jane Austen in a Social Context, 

Da-.rid Monaghan attempts to reconcile feminist acd 

conservative readings of Austen's writing by calling for a 

"structure large enough to accommodate an affirmative text 

with a subversive subtext" ? 7 f ,  so long as subtext remain 

secondary to "the essentially conservative truth" 6 But 

since, as feminist critics know, those speaking from the 

margins of society must often restrict their critical 

discourses to the "subtext," to contain their "subversions" 

within an "affirmative textH which is palatable to those in 

the dominant order, to insist on the primacy of the 

affirmative text is to deny women authority over their own 

voices. It is to deny that the conjunction of affirmative 

text and subversive suStext in icself is a means by which 

women writers such as Austen inscribe their resistance to 

authority and convention, often times by challenging the 

authority of the affirmative text itself. 

ifansfie2d P a r k  has long been Aust en ' s "problem novel. " 

Critics are sharply divided over its status in relation to 

the rest of her oeuvre.' Partly. this results from the 

bleak and censorious tone of the work, which marks it as 

different from the other novels- Austen wrote of her fourth 

novel that "it shall be a complete change of subject-- 

2 For example, Marvin Mudrick's view of the novel as flawed 
by its "inflexible and deadening moral dogma" (180) is 
sbviousfLy not shared by P .  J- M. Scott in "A Flawless 
Masterpiece: M a s f i e l d  Park, (in Jane Austen: A 
W e a s s e s s m e n  t f , 
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The uneasiness generated by Mansf ie ld  Park seems to lie 

behind Reginald Farrer's assertion that "alone of all her 

novels, Mans f i e ld  Park is vitiated throughout by a radical 

dishonesty, that was certainly not in its author's own 

nature" (Casebook 2 0 8 ) .  Farrer attributes this "dishonesty" 

to the influence of Austen's clerical relations upon her 

choice of subject matter--their insistence that she turn her 

pen to the cause of righteousness. But since Austen's life 

was effectively closed to us by her sister Cassandra, we 

have little access to what she was thinking when she wrote 

Mans f i e ld  Park. Certainly there is no evidence in the 

surviving letters that she was displeased with the finished 

novel. But it seems telling that of all her books, it was 

only Mansf ie ld  Park for which Austen felt the need to keep a 

written record listing her family and friends' responses to 

1 0  it.- 

I must place myself with those critics far whom 

Mans f i e ld  Park proves unsettling. This chapter grew out of' 

my efforts to appease my own uneasiness with this shifting 

and elusive text. And so I hegan my exploration, convinced 

that I could unravel, and thus explain, the various threads 

Q.D. Leavis, on the other hand, attributes the sombre 
tone of Mans f i e ld  Park to events in Austen's life. In 1813 
she was thirty seven, had lost her father, had been forced 
to move from her home, and had resigned herself to spinster 
hood and dependency after her father's death (Casebook 2 3 6 -  
42) .  

Her record is transcribed in Southam's Jane Austen: the 
C r i t i c a l  Her i tage  48-51 - 



of resistance in the novel. For it seemed tc me that 

M a n s f i e l d  l a r k  is discomfiting precisely because it resists 

and subverts our expectations. But I was soon reminded that 

Austen is not a writer to be so easily pinned down. 

Although we can identify and foreground several points of 

disruption within the text, the novel resists the 

containment of straightforward analysis. It remains an 

ambiguous and shifting text, and it is in this ambiguity 

that Austen's resistance must be seen to lie. This chapter 

therefore explores, and sometimes unravels, the tensions and 

ambiguities that lie at the heart of Mansfield Park. My 

particular focus is an exploration of those seeming 

inconsistencies which appear to arise from the insistence of 

Austen's inscription of a subversive subtext within an 

orthodox "affirmative text." The uneasiness generated in 

readers and critics alike lies somewhere in this schism 

between the two competing impulses of the novel. In no 

other work does Austen so elaborately construct and so 

meticulously abide by novelistic and social convention. At 

the same time, in no other novel does she so vigorously 

inscribe her resistance to these conventions. 

In many ways, Mans f i e ld  Park proclaims itself a 

conventional domestic novel. It concerns the day to day 

activities of "3 or 4 ~arnilies"'~ within the immediate 

environs of Mansfield Park, the seat of Sir Thomas Bertram, 

Letter to Anna Austen, 9 Sept. 1814, letter 100 of 
Letters. 400-03, 



Baronet. It is at once more limited and more expansive in 

its scope than most of Austen's other novels, The focus of 

the narrative is upon the immediate inmates of Sir Thomas' 



central plot are several subplots, including the seduction 

plot in which first Fanny and then Maria is embroiled. 

The theme of marriage is announced on the opening page in an 

account of the marriages of the three Ward sisters: 

About thirty years ago, Miss Maria Ward of 
Huntingdon, with only seven thousand pounds, had 
the good luck to captivate Sir Thomas Bertram, of 
Manvfield Park . . . and to be thereby raised to 
the rank of a baronet's lady. . . All 
Huntingdon exclaimed on the greatness of the match 
. . . . She had two sisters to be benefited by 
her elevation. . . . But there are certainly not 
so many men of large fortune in the world, as 
there are pretty women to deserve them. Miss 
Ward, at the end of half a dozen years, found 
herself obliged to be attached to the Rev. Mr. 
Norris, a friend of her brother-in-law, with 
scarcely any private fortune, and Miss Frances 
fared yet worse, . . . Miss Frances married, in 
the common phrase, to disoblige her family, and by 
fixing on a Lieutenant of the Marines, without 
education, fortune, or connections, did it very 
thoroughly. . . . an absolute breach between the 
sisters . . . [took] place. It was the natural 
result of the conduct of each party, and such as a 
very imprudent marriage almost always produces. 
(41-42) 

The stage seems set for an exploration of prudent and 

we expect when we enter the 

from the outset to be about the 

. Norris introduces the subject: 

imprudent marriages, just as 

realm of domestic fiction. 

The novel also purports 

education of daughters. Mrs 

"[glive a girl an education, and introduce her properly into 

the world, and ten to one but she has the means of settling 

well" ( 4 4 ) .  In taking the education of daughters as her 

theme, Austen places her novel directly in alignment with 

rictures on the Modern 

n, and Thomas Gisborne ' s An Enquiry 



into the D u t i e s  of the Fema2e S e x .  l4 h d  in doing so, she 

in turn situates iYansfie2d Pztrk firmly within the tradition 

of domestic fiction. For as Aunt Fay reminds us in Lett*x-s 

to  lice, women novelists "were expected to take great care 

not to offend, to set a good moral tone, in general to 

rage the reader towards virtue and good behaviourM 

. In other words, they were to follow the aims and 

le of the conduct manuals. 

the novel invokes as its literary horizon both the 

t manual and the genre of novels which take conduct 

s as their model, the casting of Fanny as protagonist 

ntirely appropriate. Marian E .  Fowler has shown the 

t to which 

nny embodies the ideals prominent in courtesy books 
roughout the eighteenth century and into the 
ineteenth: she is modest and timid, blushes 
requently, eschews wit, never flirts, and is properly 
delicate in body and mind. She is, in short, a 
courtesy-book girl par excellence. (41) 

Fanny exemplifies the ideals inscribed in the conduct 

, she is also, as Fowler notes, one of a long line of 

courtesy-book girls" ( 3 2 )  . Indeed, there is much 

to Fanny's situation that marks her as Clarissa Harlowe's 

literary sister. Not only does Sir Thomas bear a marked 

resemblance to Mr. Harlowe, but Henry Crawford is Austen's 

Lovelace, albeit suitably cleaned up. Although Henry does 

14 Of course, Austen also places her text in alignment with 
Wollstonecraft's Thoughts on the Education of Ctaughtex-S. 
For a discussion of Austen's relation to Wollstonecraft, see 
Lloyd W, Brown, "Jane Austen and the Feminist Tradition." 



not attempt to rape Fanny, 

her def exes ,  Co * [ m k e j  a 

his determination to penetrate  

si%ahP hele in ;her] heart" (2391,  

seems a violation of her emotional integrity akin to 

lace's violation of Clarissa. And of course, Fanny 

as angelic (3461 and heroic in response to the  

e seduction plot  and parental 

is  Clar lssa-  She is "exactly such a woman 

ef t h inks  does not exist i n  the world- She 

laility that he would describetf ( 2 9 6 )  , 15 

ys, then, Mansf ie ld  Park conforms to the 

estic fiction. BULL one need not venture 

arently familiar domain before discovering 

i t i c s  to connect 
dorn and the 



details of domestic life, particularly courtship 
and marriage. (-4 L i t e r a r y  L i f e  1 4 5 )  

Fergus reads Austen" last three novels in paxticular as 

constituting her expleration of "che complex power 

relationships between warnen and a social world that reduces 

options and makes them marginal" ( A  L i C e r - m y  L i f e  

In Mans f i e ld  P a r k  it is not only social structures 

imprison, bsk also the roles for women encoded within 

ter narratives of domestic fiction. Austen's 

e to authority is played out on many interconnected 

in this novel- Her resistance to the authority af 

1 discourses is decipherable not only within the 

es of the narrative, but also in her highlighting of 

itations of fictional convention. 

nvocation of the theatrical escapade is the 

device wi~E.2 which Austen is able to challenge Che 

f authority within the text. The 
- 

rice of this episode in Mansf ie ld  Park has generated 

e. As one of the central problem areas 

an obvious starting point at which 

competing discourses of the novel, 

ndas, critics have variously read 

choice of Lovers ' Vows 

 represent,^ 



r~adhgs depend u p m  an affirmative view of Mansfield and 

its inhabitants., in which "+,he elegance, propriety, 

regularity, haminy--and perhaps, above all--the peace and 

tranquility of Mansfield" (3841 are accepted at face value.  

To read Mansf ie ld  Park af f irmat~vely seems particularly 

difficult, given the general nastiness and incompetence of 

most of its inhabitants. l7 And the other side of the coin 

of ~ansfield's "domestic tranquility" is its stultifying 

sense of confinement. 

The central dialogic tension in the text is this 

tension between the constraint (indeed, the confinement) of 

~ansfield, and the licence and disruption of the 

theatricals, which ruffle the apparently tranquil surface of 

the text in a multitude of ways. Joseph Litvak identifies 

the theatricals as the source of much of the uneasiness 

generated by the novel: 

the theatrical episode disturbs us . . . precisely 
because it is the crux of the book--because, that 
is, it has the power to become more than just a 
local structure, to spread perplexingly throughout 
the novel, just as the "theatern at Mansfield Park 

For example. Marilyn Butler is a proponent of the first 
view; ~arian Fowler argues for the Gisborne/More angle. 
ALmst all cansemative readings of K a n s f i e l d  Park make the 
last paint somewhere within their discussions, 

ivity of the 
d (with the 
rmative reading 
ive values seem 

anner's assertion 
s point" in sh~wing 
the continued 
e effort to 

[Mansf ield' s ]  
e Austen 1 4 8 ) .  
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soon extends f ram the  b i l l i a rd  r o o m ,  encumpassing, 
of ah2 places, Sir Thomas's study. 421 

deed, i n  the same way that t he  cheakricals spill o u t  i n  an 

er-widening sp i ra l  Into Sir Thomas' "own domestic c i r c l e , "  

s episode centrifugally disrupts the boundaries of the 

masquerade i n  ei  yhteenth- 

links the theatricals in 

masquerade--to earlier 

I n  his discussion 

uxy fiction, Terry 

e l d  Park--by way 

ifestations of carni 

of the 

Castle 

of t h e  

val in fiction, Although the 

erade topes has largely disappeared From f i c t i o n  by t h e  

of t h e  e igh teen th  century ,  Castle points ou t  tha t  

ield Pa& is one of many nineteenth-century novels in 

The scene of the transfamation moves i n w a r d ,  in 
both a literal and a figurative sense and r h e  
transgression is figured in more psychulogicnl 
ways. In part this situation mirrored an actual 
shift in behaviour--what Bakhtin . , , referred to 

e historic m a v m e n t  of carnival f o r m s  into 
ate life," The mul t ip l ic i ty  of scenes i n  
eenkh centur;. fiction dep ic t ing  domestic 
ricafs, private games of charades and the 

xke, are a literalized manifestatian of this 
change, f 341 1 

Sane Austen w a s  certainly familiar with this device in 

fiction, as i~ figures prominently in Richardson's Sir 

Char2 es Grandism. bad x t  seems thaC the theatricals 



yenexate such uneasiness because they are infected with the 

ghost of the carnivalesque spirit (albeit somewhat muted), 

Castle's discussion of masquerade goes a long way 

towards accounting for much of the ambiguity in Mansfield 

Park: 

One might call Che masquerade topos a master trope 
of destabilisation in contemporary fiction. Its 
role is never merely static or emblematic. . . . 
It is associated with the disruption, rather than 
the stabilization of meaning. Befitting its 
deeper link with the forces of transformation and 
mutability, the masquerade typically has a 
catalytic effect on plot. It is often connected 
with the working out of comic or providential 
narrative patterns. Yet this plot-engendering 
function almost invariably undermines whatever 
emblematic meaning the episode might otherwise be 
expected to carry. The scene prompts larger 
ideological and thematic inconsistencies. Almost 
invariably, the fictional masquerade escapes any 
kind of moral reducibility. (117-118) 

I think the theatricals have proved problematic to critics 

precisely because they do resist moral reducibility and 

whatever emblematic meaning they carry in the affirmative 

naxrative. Although Sir Thomas very decisively rids his 

h a u s e  of the infection of the theatricals when he returns 

from -Antigua, their influence is irrepressible, and the 

licence unleashed during the scheme proves impossible to 

contain. Similarly, although the narrative seems to contail 

t h e  female licentiousness of Maria, Julia and Mary Crawford 

w h e n  each of them meets their rightful "end," and the 

virtuous Fanny becomes the mistress of Mansfield Park, this 

closure seems unconvincing- The licence of the theatricals 

particularly on the sexual licence these devices release 
482) - 



opens up a dialogue withiin the affirmative narrative, which 

creates a dissonance that is not dispelled by the orthodox 

but which continues to reverberate. 

occurs in a number of intercori~lected 

closure of the text, 

This disruption 

ways- The inclusion of the theatricals in the novel 

constitutes what Bakhtin has termed an "inserted genre* 

("Discourse in the Novelu 273) which centrifugally disrupts 

the monologic seamlessness of the "master discourse" a•’ the 

domestic novel genre, One manifestation of this subversion 

is the way in which the theatrical genre pervades and 

modifies the formal shape of B a n s f i e i d  Park: "the three 
I 

volumes correspond to the three acts of a play, and the 

final chapter, which is quite different in style from the 
- 

rest, forms an author's epilogue" (Kirkham, J a n e  A u s t e n :  

Feminism and F i c t i o n  3 ) .  

The theatrical episode also serves to draw into focus 

the boundary between the public and private realms, 

Theatricals, in themselves part of the spectacle of the 

public realm, threaten the sanctity of the private domain 

because they are inherently public. They bring with them 

the dangers of "excessive intimacy" and exhibition, The 

care with which the language of the text draws attention to 

this division between the public and the private should 

alert us to Rusten's interest in e,xploring the boundaries 

For a discussion of domestic space, and its func t i ons  in 
Austen's writing, see Francis R. Hart, "The Spaces of 
Privacy: Jane Austen," 



which circlmscribe t,he female realm, For instance, Edmund 

talks himself into taking the role of Anhalt 

because of 

the mischief that may, of the unpleasantness that 
must, arise from a young =an's being . . . 
domesticated among us--authorized to come at all 
hours--and placed suddenly on a footing which must 
do away with all restraints. To think . , . of 
the licence which every rehearsal must tend to 
create . . . . If I can be the means of 
restraining the publicity of the business, of 
limiting the exhibition, of concentrating our 
folly, I shall be well repaid. . . . I am not 
without hopes af persuading them to confine the 
representation within a much smaller circle. . . . 
My object is to confine it to Mrs. Rushworth and 
the Grants, (175-76) 

The repetition of words like constraint, confine, res traint ,  

l icence, publicity and exhibiticn reveal the central 

dialogic tension in the text but they also draw attention to 

the boundary between the private and the public realms. And 

if this boundary protects against folly and exhibition, it 

also imprisons and restricts. The enclosure of the domestic 

realm therefore cuts two ways. This is one of the central 

ambiguities at the heart of Hmsf ie fd  Park, and one that 

a s t e n  explores via the vehicle of the theatricals. 



displayed" (Gisbor~e 4 I ,  it is apparent that the domestic 

realm of Mansfield Park is the domain in which Sir Thomas 

ercises absolute authority, He is "Master at Mansfield 

(3651, and his advice is the "advice of absolute 

1 2 8 5 ) .  The stultifying aura of restraint that is the 

ing characteristic of Mansfield emanates particularly 

r Thomas. Maria marries the oafish Mr. Rushworth 

"she [is] less and less able to endure the restraint 

er father imposed- The liberty which his absence had 

was now become absoluteiy necessary. She must escape 

im and Mansfield as soon as possible" ( 2 1 6 ) .  The 

lawlessness exhibited by Julia and Maria during the 

cals constitutes a challenge to this authority that 

ipple effect throughout the text. The two sisters 

ambling] across the fence" 1128) into the infamous 

ss during the trip to Sotherton,-and Maria's 

ce of her notoricus line, "I cannot get out as the 

aid" (127) before she makes her dash for freedom, 

heir lawlessness, but also the restvictions 

None of the "daughters" in the text--with the exception 

of Fanny--can abide by the restrictions of their father's 

house, and Maria in particular seizes the opportunity that 

the play provides to flout the l a w  of the father. 2 0  The 

20 Leroy Smith discusses Mansfield Park's attack on the 
patriarchal social order in " M a n s f i e l d  Park: The Revolt of 
the Feminine Woman." 



theatricals therefore bring patriarchal authority and femal 

licence (in particular) into conjunction. Castle argues 

that 

true to its traditional association with the power 
of women, the masquerade threatens patriarchal 
structures. Normative sexual relations in the 
gictional world may be overthrown, and female 
characters accede here to new kinds of sexual, 
rnoralzpr strategic control over male associates. 
11251 

The invocation of this device is therefore one means by 

which Austen "writes what cannot be written." In using the 

theatricals to present us with pictures of female 

lawlessness, she creates a kind of shadow text which 

disrupts the tranquility and the convention of the 

foregrounded narrative, and the dialogue which results 

becomes a site of resistance. 

It is apparent that the "liberties taken with [Sir 

Thomas]' house" during the theatrical escapade are 

specifically female liberties. Maria is the most at risk 

during the episode because her unofficial engagement 

fbecause not yet publicly sanctioned by her father) makes 

her "situation . . . a very delicate one, considering 

everything" (151 . -And Fanny thinks Lovers ' Vows is 



suggest that M a n s f i e l d  Park's presentation of the 

22 It seems likely that many of Austen's contemporaries 
would have beeri familiar with the play. Park Honan notes 
that Lover's 'Jaws "praise of feeling as against tradition 
aroused the &ti--Jacobin, but the L a d y ' s  Magazine admired 
the play for heartfelt correctness. It went into twelve 
editions by 1799,  and had six productions at Eath while the 
Austens lived there" (3411 . 

23 Lovers ' Vows 3 0 ,  Fukure citations to this text will, be 
abbreviated to LV, 



arriage to elope (unsuccessfully) with Henry Crawford. 

e latter, Agatha, now an old woman, has been seduced in 

son, Frederick. The 

the play creates a 

d of Lovers ' Vo saved from her 

s by marryin 

the first pl 

found hers 

rk, there i 

uses in this 

"neighbourhood" and 

e to protect 



patriarchal structures at the expense of his own daughter. 2 4  



Amelia is in love with the man who educated her, her tutor, 

Anhalt. The scene in Lovers' Vows to which Austen 

specifically refers in Mansfield Park (187) is the one in 

which Amelia declares her love for Anhalt, In her 

introduction to her adaptation of Kotzebue's play, Elizabeth 

Inchbald wrote: 

The part of Amelia has been a very particular 
object of my solicitude and alteration . . . the 
forward and unequivocal manner in which she 
announces her love, in the original, would have 
been revolting to an English audience. . . . 
Amelia's love, by Kotzebue, is indelicately blunt 
. . . I have endeavoured to attach the attention 
and sympathy of the audience by whimsical 
insinuations, rather than coarse abruptness. 
(iii-iv) 

Yet despite Inchbald's efforts to render Amelia's speech 

less indelicate, her words still articulate her desire 

outright, when (by a circuitous route too long to transcribe 

here) she asks Anhalt to instruct her in the subject of 

love: "Come, then, teach it me as you taught me geography, 

languages, and other important things" (41). This is the 

scene which Edmund and Mary rehearse in the East room. In 

effect, Fanny is forced to watch Mary Crawford articulate 

what Fanny herself feels for Edmund. And this has important 

repercussions in the rest of the text. 

There is, of course, a clear distinction made between 

Mary Crawford and Fanny. While Fanny never says anything 

but what she ought to say, Mary repeatedly articulates what 

propriety dictates that she not say. Mary is obviously one 

of the representatives in the text of female licence. She 



makes rude puns about "Rears and Vices" 1911, and is forward 

enough to ask during the preparation for the play, "Who is 

to be Anhalt? What gentleman among you am I to have thp 

asure of making love to?" 11671. But if Mary's baldness 

ndemned by the affirmative narrative of the novel, the 

suggests that F a ~ y  needs a little of it herself. 

is clear that if she could articulate her desire for 

she would free herself from the pressures of Sir 

authoritative endeavours to persuade her into 

Henry. There is only one reason which Sir Thomas 

nd acceptable for her refusal of such an offer. He 

nation, Young as [Fanny is], . . . 
ossible that [her] affections--. He 
d her fixedly. He saw her lips 

in to a no, though the sound was 
t her face was like scarlet. That 
dest a girl might be , . . 

cence; and chusing at least to appear 
ckly added, "No, no, I know that 
he question. " (315-327) 

could aver outright that her affections are indeed 

would be released. But this 

te out of the question for a girl as 

26 The conjunction of Mary's 

voicing of Amelia's speech to -%haft, with Fanny's inability 

to articulate her feelings, therefore undercuts the 

26 Even Fanny's modesty is counter productive to her, as 
she receives H e n r y  Crawford's ateentions so "very properly" 
that no-one "perceiare[s] them to be unpleasant to [her. Sir 
ThomasS is half inclined to think that she doesn't-, k n w  her 
own feelings" (3161, and therefore authorizes Henry's 
continued pressing of his suLt, For further discussion of 
this point see Johnson 106. 



integrity of the ~ f f i ~ a t i v e  text, creating a discrete grey 

avca which calls inta question the apparently unambiguous 

distinctsion between m4est and imodest female characters in 

the texr- 

Lloyd W, Brown's reading of this point is iiiuminating, 

He argues that in drawing attention to the convention that 

women should not aseiculate their desire, Austen attacks 

the male's self-serving definition of sexual 
morality, especially Samuel Richardson's notorious 
views on female modesty. According to Richardson, 
it is 'an heterodoxy' that a wonan should be in 
love with a man before he declares his love, 
(334 t 27 

As Clarissa's literary sister, Fanny must follow the 

dictates of convention, and this particular script denies 

her the words that she appears to need, 

The theatricals--and the allusion to the play itself-- 

therefore draw the "affirmative" text into dialogue in 

several ways. They constitute a site of resistance at the 

heart of the novel, and this resistance reverberates 

throughout the text as a whole, 

And if the articulation of female desire is the 

disruptive influence first given licence in the theatricals, 

i& throws into relief the constrictive structures which 

sely to contain and 

lieve, is what Austen 

int out, Austen parodies this view 
Northanger Abbey, when Catherine 

opriety by dreaming of Henry Tilney 
of hera INA 3 0 ) .  



intends in her portrayal of Fanny, Fanny as conduct-manual- 

angel-in-the-house, and courtesy-book-fictional-heroine, is 

so bowed down by the weight and restriction of conventicm 

she hardly seems to exist. She is the only young woman 

he novel to abide by the restrictions imposed upon her, 

licence of Maria, Julia and Mary is condemned by the 

ve narrative of the novel, the subtext condemns !.he 

ions which render Fanny almost powerless, 

of the troping in the text functions to highlight 

confinement. Indeed, the lines are drawn around her 

opening pages of the text, when Sir Thomas and Mrs. 

s agree that she and her Bertram cousins "cannot be 

. . [We must] choose exactly the right line of 

(47, my emphasis) , Moreover, in casting Fanny as a 

ependent of sorts, Austen reinforces the marginality 

in their father's house. Fanny's marginality in 

tram household is figuratively signalled by her 

n within the confines of Mansfield Park. 

"to the little white attic near [the 

not far from the girls, and close by the 

housemaids" ( 4 6 ) .  Thus situated between the servants and 

the rest of the family, Fanny's attic room delineates her 

peripheral status at Mansfield. Mary WolLstanecraft 

described the precariousness of the position of the female 

dependent in Thoughts on the Education of Daughters, 

Above the servants, yet considered by them as a 
spy, and ever reminded of her inferiority when in 
conversation with her superiors. . . . She is 



alone, shut out from equality and confidence, and 
t he  concealed anxiety impairs her constitution. . 
. - The being dependent on the caprice of a 
fellow creature, thoyh certainly very seressazy 
in this state of disclpiine, is yet a vexy bitter 
c n r ~ g c t i v e .  rhiech we would fain shrink from. ( 7 0 -  
71 1 

Fanny remains on the periphery of the house until Maria 

and Julia's absence in London render her "the only young 

woman in the drawing room" (2191,  at which time her improved 

status is indicated by the ball Lhrown for her and William 

by Sir Thomas (2811, and her uncle's authorization of a fire 

in her room (313 1 - 
That Fanny is dependent on the caprice of a fellow 

creature is made all too evident in the narrative aside 

which occurs on the death of Mr. Norris when she is fifteen. 

Without any reference to Fanny's own desires, Sir Thomas and 

Lady Bertram assume that she will move from Mansfield to 

Mrs. Norris' new home. As Lady Bertram states, "it can make 

very little difference to you, whether you are in one house 

ar the other" t 6 O ) -  Similarly, Fanny is shuffled off to 

Portsmouth at her uncle's whim, and finds herself helplessly 

confined there until it is *convenientu for him to retrieve 

her . 
The text reiterates the confinement as well as the 

precariousness af the small social space in which Fanny as a 

woman zus t  live- In the cantext =f the tropes of 

28 Austen herself experienced something of the difficulties 
of this  s ta te  after her father died and she was forced to 
rely on the charity of her brothers. 



when she tries crj ascertain wh.,rsther ar not Fanny i s  " c u t  " 

takes en a 3 d m L e  ~ e w  rssonance. "The point is clear ,  " 

i n ~ o n e s  M a z y .  " h ? i s s  Price IS nor out" 1 8 3 ,  Austen's 

emphasis) . Indead, Fanny ss so decidedly not out t h a t  s h e  

as never been co a baff, has hardly ever been ou t  to 

ner ,  and  en she visits Mr. Rushworth's estates ac 

herton, she, "xhose rides had never been extensive, was 

n beyond her knowledge" ( 109 j - 

Fanny is not only confined, she is also rendered almost- 

rless by the narrativa- During t h e  wilderness scene 

her cousins burst out of the circumscribed r e d l m  uE the 

rden, Fanny *feeP[s] all this to be wrong* 11271, but ski" 

left to her lonely v i g i l  on t h e  bench as much as a r e s u l t  

fatigue as of principle, Yere it n o t  for fatigue, "Fanny 

d have moved tooR 11241, and accumpanied Edmund and M a L .  

their ramble (which also leads them i n t o  the wilderness, 

lbeit by a vaguer, but more respectable rou te )  . However, 

d urged her remining  where she was with an 

nestness which s h e  csuid not resist" (124) .  I n  other 

ds, it is not Fanny's "heroism of principle" (271)  which 

reskrains her actions here, so mdch as her physical 

weakness, and E&E~nd 9 sx2morta~ i o n s ,  This  wou Id SEEXI et 

minor point ware I - t  not fsmr +_ha number s f  &her instarices i n  

the t e x t  in ~&ieh her % F ; I S ~ S ~   if principle* is undercut. 

the aecErBarre which H e a r -  and 

accepting, she is saved by a 

ry' haw? t r icked her i n ~ o  



intervention: "her good fortune seemed complete, for upon 

trial the one given her by Miss Crawford would by no means 

go through the cross" 1 2 7 6 ) .  She is thus able to wear 

Echund's necklace with a clear conscience, but she adorns 

herself with the second necklace in any case, because Edmund 

- 

talks her into "mak[ing] that sacrifice rather than give 

pain to [Mary]" ( 2 7 0 ) .  Edmund so succeeds in reminding 

Fariny of her "duty" that she abandons her own scruples. But 

we have to question the source of these scruples since it is 

clear that aesthetics play a role here too. "[Edmund's] 

chain will agree with William's cross beyond all comparison 

better than the necklaceu f 270) . By undercutting, and 

indeed, calling into question the intricacies of Fanny's 

moral system, the text denies her the arrthority of her own 
- 

convictions. 

This technique is most evident when, despite her 

protestations of horror at the impropriety of the 

theatricals, Fanny caves in to the perseverance of the 

Thespians and E d ~ ~ ~ n d ' s  "look of fond dependence on her good 

nature, and - . . [yieldsf " (191)  . She agrees to play the 

part: of the Cottager's wife in Lovers' Vows- Fanny's 

integrity is saved w h e n  Sir Thomas makes his dramatic 

entrance like a deus ex machina and the theatrical escapade 

is brought to an abrupt end. 

Tilese three episodes are important in est&lishing 

Fanny's principle, yet in each case, her integrity is at 

Peast somewhat un era& by the machinations of the narrative 



itself, which allow Fanny very little authority over either 

her own actions, or indeed, her ethics. Fanny's famous cry, 

"I cannot act" (1681 reverberates throughout the test as a 

e, for in almost every situation, she is denied the 

to act under her own volition. 

is important too, that in each of these incidents, 

swayed from her own moral position by Edmund's 

ions. It is clear that he is one manifestation of 

authority in the text, He guides Fanny "with the 

thority of a privileged guardian" (351) And his 

ictory and self-serving advice to her undercuts the 

at "what women need is the moral care and protection 

rissa Earlowe's sisier, as "courtesy book 

, " and as Sir Thomas ' niece, Fanny has very few 

nities for action. Her peculiarly static character 

ze that indeed, she "cannot act." 

o instances in which Fanny is able to 

ited power, other than in her refusal of 

en she is at her father's house in 

Paresmouth, she alleviates domestic tension by buying h e r  

youngest sister Betsy a silver knife, thereby establishing 

Susan ' in  full possession of her own. . . , The deed 

29 Although Fanny is almost always portrayed as being i n  
the right, which in itself undercuts the idea that "what 
women need is the moral care and protection a•’ men," I ant 
suspicious of the mraf structure of the t e x t  as a whole, 
since it appears to me to be skewed to fit around Fanny as 
'mrd centren [which makes me question its validit-yi . 



you have - . . shewn me that you can be wi l fu l  and 
perverse, that  you can and will decide f o r  yourself, 
without any consideration o r  deference f o r  those who 



48 

chal authority in 

t, and it is a voice which is 

te a speech which is complet 

he takes towards his niece 

rave on Maria's account," 

unhappy in the 
and release her. 

te hypocrite, 







Again, this would seem a minor point (especially if we 

it not for the 

us to question 

AS readers, we 

for Fanny than 

And her 

are suspicious of Edmund's perceptions) were 

ct that it is the text itself which causes 

ure to "improve" Hen 

at he displays more g 

other than William 

ecognise this cause 

r example, Henry 

r unhappiness, ve his sister 

est hint" ( 4 0 2 )  11 come to 

as Edmund' s 

he is first 

t to be remov until after 

uncle] has bu 

Portsmouth, 

tenants on 

' s  suit comes from the narrator 

ry probability of success 
. . * Would he have 
, Fanny must have been 
very voluntarily 
able period from Edmund's 



What are we to make of this assertion? For it is certainly 

one of the "blind alleys" that we are propelled along in the 

process of following Fanny's story, and a point which 

der at least. 31 We 

es are made to feel the germ of truth in the 

ion levelled at Fanny by Mary Crawford, 

would she not have him? It is all her fault. 
r forgive her. Had she 
they might now have 
gel and Henry would 

een too happy and busy to want any other 

the effects of these authorial machinations is to 

readers feel that Fanny is without autonomy. We 

re of Austen's refusal to allow her to decide to 

nny seems doubly confined, not only by 

ures in the text, but also 

chinations of her author. Margaret Kirkham has 

asserted that "Fanny is not Henry Crawford's, she is 

Austen, Feminism and F i c t i o n  105). To 

o much Jane Austen's 

. We have little faith in 

eive Jane Austen behind her 

manipulating the strings. And we are reminded again of the 



cannot hold. Despite the ill-treatment meted out to Fanny 

by everyone in her uncle's house, she still insists on 

idolizing both Mansfield and its inmates, as the following 

transcription of her thoughts reveals: 

At Mansfield, no sounds of contention, no raised voice, 
. , . was ever heard; all proceeded in a regular course 
of cheerful orderliness; every body had their due 
importance; every body's feelings were consulted. 
( 3 8 4 )  

At least in relation to Fanny herself, this is just patently 

untrue. Nuch more objective is Henry Crawford's observation 

of Fanny ' s adopted home : 

I know Mansfield, I know its way, I know its faults 
towards you. I know the danger of your being so far 
forgotten, as to have your comforts give way to the 
imaginary convenience of any single being in the 
family. ( 4 0 2 )  

Indeed, so m w h  more objective is Henry's perspective in 

this particular instance that Fanny's much vaunted judgement 

must be questioned, 

The dynamic between Fanny's "silentu propriety and 

Mary's "noisy" impropriety is usually read as Austen's 

illustration of the necessity of true modesty and proper 

conduct in women. But again, this is a distinction made by 

the affirmative or orthodox master discourse in the text,, 

and again, it is undercut by the subversive subtext, Fanny 

may never say anything but what she ought to say, but the 

language o f  cowentic= often renders her inarticulate. This 

Is particularly apparent in several instances in which 

language is foregrumded. For example, Fanny's speech aoout 

-- 



the evergreen, while perfectly proper in language and 

sentiment, is not only stilted, but borders on the inane: 

The evergreen!--How beautiful, how welcome, how 
wonderful the evergreen!--When one thinks of it, how 
astonishing a variety of nature!-- . . . You will t h i n k  
me rhapsodizing; but when I am sitting out of doors, I 
am very apt to get into this sort of wondering strain, 

hyperbole of this speech is signalled by the 

onderance of dashes and exclamation marks which impart a 

hy effusiveness to Fanny's discourse. But this is 

iously deflated by Mary's blunt assertion: "To say the 

h . . . I am like the famous Doge at the court of Lewis 

and may declare that I see no wonder in this shrubbery 

1 to seeing myself in it" (223). It is impossible not 

in instances like these, that Austen is indeed of 

vil's party. 32 

Fanny's inarticulateness is also foregrounded when she 

t reply to Mary's letter endorsing Henry's proposal. She 

es agitated. She does not "[know] what in the world to 

cribbles a hasty note in which the "conclusion is 

intelligible," and which is "excessively ill- 

written, " in "language [that] would disgrace a child" ( 3 1 0 )  . 

And when she attempts to rebuff Henry's advances, Fanny 

"knew her own meaning, but was no judge of her own manner. 

[It] was incurably gentle, and she was not aware how much it 

co~cealed thz sterzness of her purpose" ( 3 2 6 3  . Even when 

32 This is Lionel Trilling's 
(Casebook 2211. 

appropriation of B l a k e  



the moral structure of the (affirmative) text calls for 

Fanny to speak, she remains mute. At one point, Henry 

confesses that he does not listen as closely as he should to 

the liturgy. Thinking that Fanny has admonished him, he 

asks 

[alre you sure you did not speak? I saw your lips 
move. I fancied you might be going to tell me I 
ought to be more attentive and not al2ow my 
thoughts to wander. Are you not going to tell me? 
No, indeed, you know your duty too well for me to- 
-even supposing--, ( 3 3 8 )  

This is somewhat ironic given that the context of the 

discussion is the liturgy, and Edmund has made many speeches 

on the importance of a clergyman's example upon his 

parishioners (with which Fanny entirely agrees). Yet she 

refuses to speak for the cause of religion, The effect of 

her silence is to undercut the presentation of Fanny as a 

"picture of perfection," as she begins to seem intractable 

rather than merely modest. 

Fanny may never articulate what she ought not to say, 

but: Austen reveals the schism between what she says and what 

she thinks through the vehicle of free indirect discourse. 

Fanny's censorious tone in the following passage is such 

that it almost approaches a sneer. 

It astonished her that Tom's sisters could be satisfied 
with remaining in London at such a time . . . They 
might return to Mansfleld when they chose; travelling 
could be no difficulty to them, and she could not 
comprehend how both could keep away. If Mrs. Rushworth 
could imagine any interfering obligations, Julia was 
certaigly able to quit London whenever she chose. 
( 4 2 2 1 ~ ~  



Fanny would never venture to articulate these sentiments 

outright, and a good thing too, for the tone is self- 

righteous and even petulant. It is, in any case, difficult 

e seriously her attitude towards her cousins1 apparenk 

of proper family feeling, when we are told that she 

hout any particular affection for her eldest cousin, 
though] her tenderness of heart made her feel that 
could not spare him, and the purity of her 
nciples added yet a keener solicitude, when she 
idered how little useful, how little self-denying 
life had (apparently) been. (417) 

course, since she has been desperate to escape 

h for some time at this point in the narrative, her 

t of her cousins, who have access to travel denied 

sounds suspiciously like sour grapes. Aspects of 

acter like this make ~eginald Farrer's label of 

pharisee" seem all too apt. 34 

nce the affirmative text of M a n s f i e l d  P a r k  seems to 

th Mary Crawford1s bold speech and the 

ion of female desire given licence during the 

1 episode, Fanny's "silence" (or inarticulateness) 

initially appears to be a quality of her properly modest 

nature. But if the text condemns bold speech, it does not 

uphold silence, for Fanny is confined and rendered powerless 

33 Austen's letters reveal that she herself was much 
preoccupied by the business of travel. Index I V  of the 
Letters lists half a page of references specifically tg 
coaches and carriages. 

34 For further discussion of speech and silence in 
M a n s f i e l d  Park, see Marylea Meyersohn's "What Fanny Knew: k 
Quiet ~uditor of the Whole." 



her inability to articulate. Austen thus inscribes her 

stance to the conventions which regulate female speech 

h as rules of conduct and modesty). 35 

I turn now to the strange ambiguity that pervades the 

led with inconsistencies that it too becomes a 

mative reading of the text--has argued 

d Park represents Austen's condemnation of 

ional systems whose primary focus is to render 

fit for the marriage market, and which 

nt" (41). It is not difficult to see 

of Maria and Julia demonstrate the 

of this kind of education. As Sir 

had no useful influence that 

am sisters are squarely blamed upon 

and flattery of their aunt . . . 

her resistance to the 



continually contrasted with [their father's] . . . severity" 

(4471, and the fact that "[tlo the educatian of her 

daughters, Lady Bertram paid not the smallest attentionu 

possessed of her strong principles before she even reaches 

nd that Edmund's influence upon her is 

al- At the age of ten, she has "an 

n obliging, y 



despite her inauspicious beginnings with a 

- .  
father "negligent of ms family, " who "swore and . . 

drank, [who] was dirty and gross" (381-821, and a mother 

whose "daughters had never been much to her," and who is 

"naturally easy and indolent" ( 3 8 2 ) .  Indeed, despite their 

failings as parents, Mr. and Xrs. Price manage to raise the 
- 

sterling Fanny and Hilliam, and the equally promising Susan. 

If we trace this theme to its logical conciusion in the 

novel, we find--on the penultimate page--Sir Thomas 

pondering again the differences between his own wretched 

oEfsgrirGg and those paragons, ~illiam and Fanny price. He 

is forced to "acknowledge the advantages of early hardship 

and discipline, and the consciousness of being born to 

struggle and endure" C4561 . And we must ask, is this really 

A u s t e n ' s  message? Does she really intend to advocate the 

benefits of hardship and ill-treatment in the development of 

"active principle*? 

This seems tc be the hplication when Fanny's 

"ed~xation" at Kacsfield Park is considered in relation to 

that of her female cousins.  Before she is even brought to 

Mansfield, Sir Thomas and M I S -  Norris are agreed that there 

muse be a proper 

distinction . . . nade betieen the girls as they 
grow up. . , . iT) hey cannot be equals. Their 
rank, fartune, rights, and expectations, will 
always be differe~t. It is a point of great 
def icacy, and [we must a-deax~ourj to choose 
exactly the sight line -sf colzduct. (471 



Mrs. Norris interprets this directive as license to pamper 

her dear Bertram nieces while being as nasty as possible t-o 

or Fanny. However, it is not only Mrs. ~arris who 111- 

eats her. With the exception of Edmund, Fanny is " [ k f  ept 

. . . by eveq body" (571,  and when he leaves ta attend 

is estates in Antigua, Sir Thomas1 last words to his 

ce are as unnecessarily cruel as any directed to her by 

Norris: he fears that William "must find his sister at 

een in some respects too much like his sister at tenw--a 

flection which causes Fanny, typically, to "[cry] bitterly 

. when her uncle had gone" ( 6 7 ) .  

It seems improbable that in her portrait of Fanny, 

meant to illustrate the benefits of childhood abuse 

e instillation of "active principle." The other 

ternative (given the lack of any other explanation fur 

's sterling qualities) is that Fanny was born a 

cture of perfection," But in neither case does this 

or Austen's belabouring of the theme i n  her novel. 

eems, to answer nfir own questions, that Austen 

inverts the theme of the education of daughters to her own 

ends--namely to critique male authority over women. Although 

Hary, Maria, and Julia 

realizes at the end of 

deceived" C4441 by the 

has the mosi to learn: 

learn lessons about propriety, the 

true education in t h e  text. E&rtund 

Crawfords , But Sir Thomas Eertrarn 



Bitterly . . . deplore a deficiency which now he 
could scarcely comprehend to have been possible. 
T S ~ Y  YYLetcktedf~ - did he feel, that with all the cost and 
care of an anxious and expensive education, he had - 

brought up his daughters, without their 
understanding their first duties. ( 4 4 8 )  

In so proving Sir Thomas wrong, Austen takes aim at 

patriarchal authority over women, and undercuts the notion 

that what women need is the moral care and protection of 

men. 

Austen's attack on the authority of patriarchal 

structures is more overt when she turns to the topic of 

marriage. In Letters to Alice, Aunt Fay writes that Jane 

Austen "believed it was better not to marry at all than to 

marry without love. Such notions were quite new at the 

time" ( 3 3 ) .  This is, of course, Fanny's perspective, and 

the narrative--for once--upholds her in this. Her "heroism 

c f  principle" is finally affirmed in the text when she holds 

out against all odds for Edmund. But before this happens, 

w e  are presented with a variety of competing and 

contradictory discourses on the subject of matrimony, which 

constitute Austen's attack on her society's marriage and 

courtship conventions, In this novel, marriage is a 

transaction by which men transfer women to other men in 

order to better their own {and their family's) prospects. 

This is made clear when  Sir Thozias packs Fanny off to bed on 

the night of the ball. "In thus sending her away, [he] might 

not be thinking merely of her health, . , . he might mean to 

recornend her [to Henry Crawford] as a wife by shewing her 

persuadableness" ( 2 8 6 ) .  Sir Thomas desires that Fanny marry 



Henry Crawford because he thinks he is "a young man of 

sense, of character, of temper, of manners, and of fortune" 

19)--this last being the most important quality. 

~ccording to Sir Thomas' value system, it is a good 

hter's duty to accept such an eligible offer. I let Sir 

as speak for himself: 

et me tell you, Fanny, that you may live eighteen 
ears longer in the world, without being addressed 
a man of half Mr. Crawford's estate. . . . 
adly would I have bestowed either of my 
aughters on him. . . And I should have been 
ery much surprised had either of [them], on 
receiving a proposal of marriage at any time, 
which might carry with it only half the 
eligibility of this, immediately and peremptorily, 
and without paying my opinion or my regard the 
compliment of any consolation, put a decided 
egative on it. . . . I should have thought it a 
ross violation of duty and respect. You . . . do 
ot owe me the duty of a child. But, Fanny, if 
ur heart can acquit you of ingratitude--. !319) 

sentiment is echoed in "the only rule of conduct, the 

iece of advice which Fanny received in the course of 

rs and a half" from Lady Bertram, when she tells 

every young woman's duty to accept such a 

a1 offer" (3313 as Henry's. But the novel 

shows that submission to Sir Thomas' marriage ethic is no 

guarantee that a successful union will result. Austen 

illustrates this by the introduction of a seemingly 

insignificant subplot which is related to Fanny by Mary 

Crawford. She says of her friends the Frasers: 

I look upon fthem] to be about as unhappy as most 
other married people. And yet it was a most 
desirable match for Janet at the time. We were all 
delighted. She could not do otherwise than accept 
him, for he was rich, and she had nothing; hut he 



turns out ill-tempered. . . . Poor Janet has been 
sadly taken in; and yet there was nothing improper 
on her side; she did not run into the match 
inconsiderately, there was no want of foresight. 
She took three days to consider of his proposals; 
and during those three days asked the advice of 
every body connected with her, whose opinion was 
worth having. (356-7) 

Janet Fraser, in other words, follows the advice directed at 

Fanny when she refuses Henry Crawford. As Mary says, 

"[tlhis seems as if nothing were a security for matrimonial 

comfort" (357) . 

And indeed, nothing is, save for Fanny's principle that 

"to marry without affection" is "wretched, and . . . 

unpardonable . . . hopeless, and . . . wicked" (323)--a 

principle that is given credence in the text by the example 

of the disastrous effects of Maria's marriage undertaken 

without affection. Fanny is allowed, finally, to assert 

herself when she gives voice to "the fullest and most 

forthright defence of the independence and power of woman's 

feeling and of woman's right to choose for herself and the 

most direct attack on sex-role stereotyping to be found in 

Jane Austen's novels" (Leroy Smith 154). 

She tells Edmund: 

I should have thought . . . that every woman must 
have felt the possibility of a man's not being 
approved, not being loved by some one of her sex 
. . . let him be ever so generally agreeable. Let 
him have all the perfections in the world, I think 
it ought not to be set down as certain, that a man 
must be acceptable to every woman he may happen to 
like himseif. . . . And, and--we think very 
differently of the nature of women if [CrawfordJs 
sisters] can imagine a woman so very soon capable 
uf returning an affection as this seems to imply. 
( 3 4 9 )  



Fanny seems more like an Austen heroine when she makes this 

asserticn than at any other point in the novel. And one of 

the reasons she seems so is that an interesting inversion of 

moral system of the "affirmative" text occurs here. 

not only breaks out of her pattern of behaviour in 

a very strong articulation of her feelings, but also 

gressing the values held by the authority figures 

book. In contrast, Mary's speeches on marriage echo 

omas1 own very practical view. She sees marriage as 

euvering business" ( 7 9 1 ,  she believes "a large income 

e best recipe for happiness" (2261,  and that "It is 

dyls duty to do as well for themselves as they canu 

hese attitudes are made to signal Mary's lack of 

le and proper delicacy even though they are the same 

s those held by Sir Thomas himself. 

There are no "positive" representations of matrimony in 

ext until Fanny and Edmund wed. Even the marriages of 

nd the Norrises (apparently held up in the 

s examples of "prudent" unions) attack 

atriarchal institution. "Lady Bertram is an 

extreme example of the reduction of the female to virtual 

non-being by the patriarchal system. Having achieved a 

fortunate marriage, she has no further sense of purpose in 

her lifeu (Smith 145). And if Lady Bertram has no sense of 

36 The connection between Mary and Sir Thomas is reinfurc~d 
when she makes the very curious assertion t ha t  S i r  Thomas is 
her example of the ideal husband ( 3 4 8 ) -  



purpose, Mrs. Norris has too much. Indeed, we might 

consider Ehe two sisters as t w  extremes of the roles for 

wmien inscribed in the msster discourses of the marriage 

plot and the conduct manual. Since the marriage plot 

prescribes matrimony as women's goal, it is easy to see that 

having reached this end, Lady Bertram has no other narrative 

lay which to live- Mrs.  orris, on the other hand, becomes 

anokher type of patriarchal woman. She is the managerial 

housekeeper who finds the whole reason for her existence in 

ridiculous attention to domestic duties--to the extent that 

she seems almost to welcome her husband's death, as it means 

that she "shall not be ashamed to practice economy now" 

(641, and Mrs. Norris gains her greatest pleasure from 

saving a yard or two of baize here and "spunging" a cream 

cheese there. Indeed, most--if not all--of the details of 

domestic realism are introduced into the text via Mrs. 

Norris. She and her sister exemplify the limited roles 

available for women within the confines of patriarchal 

structures. 3 7  

The final chapter of the novel affirms Fanny's heroism 

of principle when she is finally married to Edmund. But 

there are several things about this apparently conventional 

37 Several critics have commented on the implications of 
the older generation of women characters to the 
representation of the marriage plot in this novel. Susan 
Morgan, far example, argues that Lady Bertram and Mrs. Price 
"have become l azy  and giddy mothers because they . . were 
raised as foolish heroines, valuing the equally false tales 
of  romantic love or luxury , . . which require finding the 
appropriate hem, anore than . . . ways . . - to live 
pseductive lives* { 4 6 ) ,  



ending which merit e-xploration. The first line, "let other' 

pens dwell on guilt and misery, I quit such odious suis t jects~ 

(4461, ushers in a chapter markedly different in tone from 

the rest of the novel. It is as if Austen remembered that 

she was writing a comedy, and wrapped up her plot forth wit!^. 

The speed with which she metes out to all her characters 

eir "rightful ends" again seems to undercut the 

irmative text of the novel. Sir Thomas learns his 

sson, Henry Crawford is left to repent the loss of Fanny, 

- Rushworth gets a divorce, Mary has to live q u i e t l y  with 

sister without finding a husband, Julia's marriage to 

Yates turns out better than expected, Tom is made a new 

d steadier man by his illness, and of course Maria "is 

ged to go and live with the awful Mrs. Norris. And 

rve both right" (Weldon, LTA 136  1 . 

But most importantly, "iElxactly at the time when it 

s quite natural that i t  should be so . . . Edmund d id  

cease to care about Miss Crawford, and became as anxious to 

marry Fanny, as Fanny herself could desire" (4541 .. And is 

t h i s  the end of the story? Is the rebellious impulse of 

female licence as completely contained as this ending 

proclaims? It seems not. For despite the relenting of tone 

in this chapter, Austen continues t o  inscribe her r e s i s t ance  

The final chapter is a typlcal A m t e n  ending i n  its 

deffation of t h e  scene towards which the whgle narrative has 

been driving, ,%ad despite its affirmation of Fanny's 



principles, it is an unsatisfying ending. ~illiam H. Magee 

has argued that the novel's closure makes us uneasy 

precisely because Rusten 

modified the [marriage] convention by introducing 
some real sense of choice for both Fanny and 
ErJmund. . . . As a result of this flexibility, 
the conventional conclusion is disappointing in 
Mansfield Park. In marrying each other, Edmund 
and Fanny seem to be taking the easy way out of 
their difficulties and so they look unheroic. But 
such a response is at variance with the 
convention. By its principles there is no chance 

t Edmund or Fanny would marry anyone but each 
her. If readers feel otherwise, Jane kusten has 
sed their doubts. It is she who declares the 
ernate possibilities to be probable, and she 
ely does so because the rigidity of the 

convention has been irking her. (202) 

The marriage of Edmund and Fanny also makes us uneasy 

use they are too akin to each other. Claudia Johnson 

that their "marriage . . . savors of incest" (116), 

here is much in the text to back up this reading. 

Fanny is even brought to Mansfield, Mrs. Norris 

Sir Thorns' worries on this very point by insisting 

i]t is morally impossible" for cousins "always 

er like brother and sister" to fall in love. Even if 

Id have "the beauty of an angel . . . she will never 

be more to either than a sister" (44). And in the state of 

angst generated by the revelation of Mary's true character, 

Edmund presses Fanny "to his heart with only these words 

- . . My Fanny--w only sister--w only comfort ( 4 3 2 ) .  

Fanny and Edmund are also a disturbing couple because 

i n  them we have no sense of a fresh start or renewal. 

Tanner's reading sf the Portsmouth branch of the family's 



entrance into Mansf ield as representing f resh  pot entidl is 

difficult to cred~t, Fanny is hardly a new inmate of Vhe 

establishment, even though she now enters it with a u t l m r i t y .  

Moreover, Willlam, Susan and Fanny are all first cousins of 

the Bertrams. Fanny's status as Edmund's "only sister" 

merely serves to reinforce this consanguinity. 

Throughout the text, Mansfield Park is a structure 

ich confines and restricts its female inhabitants. The 

ovel as a whole presents a more restricted community of 

haracters than Austen's other novels. And where the 

closure of the marriage plot in other novels usually 

involves the expansion of the family circle as a new son or 

hter-in-law and his or her family is embraced, in 

n s f i e l d  Park, the novel's closure results in an even 

reater restriction of the community, when the Crawfords, 

And what of Maria's ending? This too generates 

discomfort. We are used to Austen forgiving her characters 

as the curtain comes down in the final act. But there is no 

forgiveness here, for either Maria or Mrs- Norris. She is 

banished "for ever" ( 4 5 0 )  because her advocacy for Maria's 

re-establishment with her family illustrates once and fox 

all to Sir Thomas that her presence is "an hourly evil" 

t 4 5 0 ) .  Considering his own culpability in the development 

of Maria's bad character, this seems a harsh and 

authoritarian response, 



All this contributes to our sense that Mansfield is a 

rather than tranquility. And no matter 

slams her novel shut, we are left at 

uneasiness that has disturbed us all 

from this text our awareness of Fanny 

place of confinement, 

decisively Austen 

nd with the same 

g. We carry away 

man trapped within the confines of both patriarchal 

and the master discourse that is the genre of 

fiction itself. Although she has asserted her 

ence, "[slhe is indeed the daughter [Sir Thomas] 

(456). Fad we know, because Austen tells us, that 

of the father is a difficult one to live by. Austen 

gn in the house of domestic fiction, but her 

ge to the inhibitions imposed on female experience 

is insistently inscribed upon its walls. 



CHAPTER I1 

ANGEL INTO ARSONIST: CARNIVALESQUE IiNVERSION 

AND THE HOUSE TURNED INSIDE OUT. 

If Jane Austen's house of fiction is somewkmt 

arrayed, Fay Weldon's is a house turned inside out. For 

e Austen is a "secret subversive," Weldon is a "didactic 

nstructol-" (Sage 1 5 9 ) .  Her texts "announce their own 

oyant and ramshackle fictionality . . . that is, [they] 

lish while they build" (Sage 158). Although Weldon's 

parodic texts invert and demolish the conventions they 

ect; Patricia Stubbs asserts that her writing 

onstrates that "there has been no real break with 

ictional convention. The private world has been 

exualized, but the assumption that inner experiences are 

e most significant part of a woman's life remains intactu 

( 2 3 3 - 3 4 ) .  Weldon's novels are indeed situated on this axis, 

in direct--if distant--alignment with the writing of her 

literary foremother, Jane Austen. But like Austen, Weldon 

positions her novels according to the prescriptions of 

convention in order to "[manipulate] the dominant cultural 

myths which produce and maintain [the power] relations" 

between the sexes fWaugh 1 9 2 ) .  And this in turn allows her 

to challenge "culturally constructed opposit-ions, EtrnrJrtg them 

the oppositions that constitute the powerful codes of 

gender" f H i t e  1 6 ) .  



In a passage from L e t t e r s  t o  A l i c e ,  Aunt Fay 

articulates what is surely Weldon's own literary agenda: 1 

a writer 

writes out of a society: links the past of that 
society with its future; he or she can demonstrate 
to the reader the limitations of convention, as 
Jane Austen did in Northanger  Abbey . . . The 
reader may well have mistaken the fictional 
convention for life itself, so severe is the 
social indoctrination to which we are all 
subjected, whenever and wherever we live, and 
needs to be reminded from time to time that novels 
are illusion, not reality. ( 3 2 )  

As if to emphasize her interest in exploring the same 

territory as her predecessor, Weldon experiments with the 

conventions of Gothic fiction in several of her novels, 

thereby following Austen's lead in Northanger  Abbey. 

Although both Lorna Sage and Patricia Waugh have discussed 

Weldon's appropriation of the structures of Gothic fiction 

in such novels as The L i v e s  and Loves o f  a She-Devi l  as "a 

reflexive comment on the novel form" (Sage 158), her similar 

appropriation of the conventions of domestic fiction has 

thus far been overlooked. 

On every level, The Heart of the Coun t ry  attacks the 

fictional convention of the domestic novel and the social 

indoctrination which it both encodes and mirrors. As Aunt 

Fay tells us, "fiction . . . if it is any good, tends to be 

a subversive eiement in society" (LTA 81). In the same way 

AS Alan ~ilde suggests, "There seems to be no reason . . . 
to distinguish between the attitudes and opinions of "Aunt 
Fay" and those of her creator." 1408 n.10). 

For Waugh's discussion of Weldon as "contemporary 
feminist Gochic" see Feminine F i c t i o n s  189-196.  



that A-dsten's use of the theatrical escapade creates a 

complex site of resistance in Mansf ie ld  P a r k ,  Weidon * s 

invocation of carnival--and its related discourses--in .?%e 

Heart of the Country,  gives her access to a vaxiety of 

rative strategies which allow her to create a text that 

bversive in several ways. Since "carnival refuses Lo 

nder the criticai and cultural tools of the dominant 

ss" (Russo 2181 ,  Weldon's use of carnival allows her to 

priate these tools to her own ends. She is able to 

e the structures of the dominant class, while 

ltaneously demolishing them from within. 

These structures take on a variety of shapes in flie 

of the Country- The novel destabilizes and subverts 

ly those social structures which delineate women and 

roles, but also the literary forms by which women 

delineated themselves. Indeed, in relation to the 

domestic novel to which she is responding, Weldon's 

innovative narrative technique constitutes a "writing beyond 

the ending" of the genre itself. 

From the opening pages, The Heart of the Count- points 

to the domestic genre as its "cultural context." Like Jane 

Austen before her, Weldon takes " 3  or 4 Families i n  a 
9 

Country Village . . - iasf the very thing to work QII, " "  

albeit three or four fax~lies in less than ideal domestic 

circumstances. The novel 5s set in the heart of k h e  

Letter to Asia Austen, 9 Sept. 1814, letter iOO ~ j f  
Letters. 400-03, 



COLEI t r ' f ,  in and arsdnd the village of ~ddoz Surney, and 

concerns the daily lives arid inceraccions of its 

inhabitants. In all chese decalis, the novel bows to the 

conifentioris of donestic realism. 

Gstensibly "Natalie's story, " 4  the text opens in "the 

Harris' nice new bmgalow, complete with drean kitchen, 

picture windows and parquet floors" ( 1 - 2 ) -  Since domestic 

fiction is "female writing--writing written for worneE," the 

overtly evokes its female audience. When the narrator 

ses the reader OR the opening page, "You know what 

gs are? . . . [when] there's just the bus to 

e washing up to get on with" ( 1 1 ,  the reference 

chores marks the intended addressee as female. 

novel, at least, it is usually women who take buses 

sh dishes. Men drive expensive cars, and leave the 

house each morning for work. 

Like Austen before her, Weldon draws attention to the 

boundary between masculine and feminine spheres in order to 

expose the limitations imposed an women's experience, -And 

t h i s  demarcation runs through The Heart  of the C o u n t r y  from 

its opening pages. The "particular domestic tableau" ( 3 )  of 

+L.-... . _ z x ~ .  'rfarrls' h o m e  " [iiesl in the shadow of the Mendip Mast, 

as near as can be to the ec'nereaf god of tef_ecorrununications" 

2 -  E ~ i t  true ~3 the carnivafesque spirit of this 

4 
am& : S J ~  ;fieart 05 the C o t m t q ~  17, ?$hen necessary for clarity, 

future citations to che text ~ l f l  be abbreviated to Heart.  



irreverent text, this neat distinction is q u i c k l y  subver ted ,  

for the Eiarris home also lies in che shad~w of "Gfastonbu:.~. 

Tor . . . the solid, ancient hummocky hill which . . . 

looks like a lady's breast . . - [and which] transmits as 

well" ( 3 ) .  Our expectaiicms are q~ickly undercut, fo r  lf 

the vision of the Harris home seems a familiar ( i f  parodicf 

domestic structure, ihe evocation of the decidedly 

undomesticated realm of the pagan Tor challenges the 

sanctity of this vision. The female realm in this novel may 

be the dream kitchen, but the "ancient spirit of carnival" 

1187) lurks within it as latent female power. The two 

befief systems which are to collide in the carcivalesque 

con flag ratio^ are thus established- Just as the Harris home 

is situated between the two poles of modern (male) science, 

and ancient (female) paganism, the novel is structur~d 

around the duality of "official" versus "~a~nivafesyue" 

Ideology. 

The function of carnival in Weldon's text is 

strikingly similar to the role performed by the t h e a t r i c d ? ~  

in &usten's novel. The theatricals destabilize the apparent 

tranquility of M a n s f i e l d  Park, 'v3h11e carnival subvert F; the 

domestic n~vel in The _;iea~t or' the C ~ u n t q ,  through i t s  *,cry 

presence in a realm C o  which iis entire structure is 

antithetical. 

The carnival belo~gs to  he borderline be~ween art a n d  
life , . . it is n& a spec~acie seen  by the people; 
fhsy five in it, and wexyone participates because i t s  



7 5  

vexy idea e-*races all the people. (~akhtin, ~abelals 
and his World  715 

st as the publicity and exhibition inherent to the 

atricals resist the containment of the private domestic 

the nature of carnival is such that it does not 

ledge the boundaries which delineate this realm. It 

t abide by the distinctions between public and 

by which the domestic "hearth" is bound because it 

es all of the people. To drive a parade through the 

the country is therefore to conflate the public and 

vate in a way that necessarily explodes the domain of 

tic novel, which is turned inside out by its 

to contain the carnivalesque universe, 

conventional enclosure of the realm of domestic 

on is not the only structure whose authority is 

nged in bath these novels- The Heart of the Cauntry, 

s f i e l d  Par2% before it, subjects many of the 

of patriarchal society to the destabilizing and 

forces of the theatrical/carnivalesque spirit. 

tor explicitly defines society as a patriarchal 

when she tells us: 

by "society" I mean men, for who else forms and 
regulates the world we live in? Who else but men would 
dress their wives and mistresses, those they torment, 
abuse, and exploit, in the clothes of the fifties, hand 
then feather dusters, oblige them to smile, and parade 
C h a m  through the streets . , . ? ( 5 3  j 

' 411 f u t u r e  citations of this text will be abbreviated to 
R&ir%'b-* 



Similarly, she takes aim at organized religion, specifically 

Christianity, which in The Heart of the Count-3-  

s a man's religion: there's not much in it for 
omen except docility, obedience, who-sweeps-a- 
om-as-for-thy-cause, downcast eyes and death in 
Idbirth. For the men it's better: a l l  power 
money and fine robes, the burning of heretics 

fun, fun, fun!--and the Inquisition. (78) 

State too becomes another manifestation of 

, authoritative discourse in the text. When 

approaches her local Welfare officer, she is quizzed 

past sexual histoq. She is asked about her 

ciation" with Angus, and tartly reminded that "You 

can't mess up your life wilfully and then expect the State 

to step in and pick up the pieces!" (113). All of these 

struciures (and the genre of domestic fiction) come under 

attack in the novel because they prescribe and uphold "the 

consoling myth of the loving female in the dream house" 

(Heart  531, to which men, i n  this novel at least, s t i l l  

Published in 1984, The Heart of the Country also 

specifically targets the "official" ideology of the 

Thatcherite Government. "[Tlhe heart of the coun t ry ' s  

rotten. . - . If the rulers put profit . . . f i rs t ,  how can 

the people be expected ts da any better?" ( 1 0 1 ,  And 

"racism's rampant. In this respect the heart of the country 

mean, and spiteful, and frlght~~ed" I S * / j .  O n e  of 

Weldanis agendas in this novel, as the title s u g g e s t s ,  is to 

-lode the q t h  of the fieart of the coun t ry  as Edenic. 



This myth, and the Conservative (Thatcherite) ideology 

interwoven with it, form a master discourse which props up 

many of the other structures under attack in the text. 

Just as the theatricals in M a n s f i e l d  P a r k  release 

female licence against the law of the father, carnival in 

The Hearc of the Country lets loose female subversion to 

challenge the "official" ideology of the master discourses 

of the patriarchy.  his is nowhere more apparent than in 

the women's appropriation of the West Avon Estate Agents and 

Dealers Association's float. An important point in 

Bakhtin's theory is his distinction between the "official" 

feasts and the carnivals of the marketplace. 

The official feasts , . whether ecclesiastical, 
feudal, or sponsored by the state, did not lead 
the people out of the existing world order, and 
created no second life. On the contrary, they 
sanctioned the existing pattern of things and 
reinforced it. . . , As opposed to the official 
feast, one might say that carnival celebrated 
temporary liberation from the prevailing truth and 
from the established order. ( R & m  9-10) 

The float as it is initially commissioned by Arthur and 

-9ngus represents the "official" vision of the "established 

order." Arthur and Angus are "[rlobber barons . . .  buying 

and selling property and land, jobs for the boys on the town 

council . . - --nokhing went on [they] didn't know about, 

nothing happened they didn't want to see happen" (33 1 , The 

"afficial" theme of the float as Arthur and Angus envision 

it is "to present WEAEDA as an altruistic body whose only 

concern was goad housekeeping and happy marriages untroubled 

by serious debtn f18L This blissful domestic picture 



sanctions and reinforces the vision of the existing order. 

It is a vision which is central to the genre of the domestic 

novel. The "official" nature of the parade is reinforced in 

the manner in which the people receive it: 

re are no cheers from the crowd as it passes, 
cing or singing, or other demonstrations of 
d cheer: this is not a participation show. No, 

t is z religious ceremony: applause when it comes 
s scattered and reverential 1 8 5 ) .  

ot until the women subvert the float to their own 

that the parade enters the realm of the carnivalesque 

f their own accord, out of their own oppression, 
hey were back in the ancient spirit of carnival, 
en the images of the hated were paraded through the 
ets, and hung from gibbets, or rolled down hills 
urning tar barrels (187). 

ated by this spirit, the women turn the vision of 

nd Angus inside out. "Little boxes, on the 

hillside/little boxes made of ticky tacky" becomes the theme 

song of the float, in contrast to the message emblazoned 

along its side: "WAEADA, the housewife's friend." In keeping 

with Bakhtin's statement that in carnival, Itall that, was 

terrifying becomes grotesque" (R&HH 91), the portraits of 

Arthur and Angus at either end of the float b,, -sme 

"effigies." Finally, the float, consisting of " t h e  frontage 

of ideal homes . - - [complete] with . . . lace curtains and 

p o E  plants . . . an ideal housewife [circa 1955) in frilly 

apron waving a feather dus+er - - - with a happy smile" 

f171E is destroyed by fire, It becomes "one of the 

indispensable accessories of the carnival . , - --che se t  



r a l  

of 

. led 

the 

"hell' [which] , . . was solemly burned at the peak 

fest_ivitiesU (Bakhtin, fi&-Firnl 91). 

The conflagration of this hellish vision of domesticity 

the heart of the novel is the point at which the dialogic 

of the text intersect. The conjunction of the 

ciaL" vision of Arthur and Angus with its carnivalesque 

ersion at the hands of the women is the central dialogic 

ionship around which the novel is structured, But the 

g of the "idyllic" domestic tableau also constitutes 

version of the central myth of the domestic genre. 

Having cheerfully disposed of this central myth, Weldon 

inues to subvert the expectations she engenders in her 

by situating her novel within the realm of domestic 

. And just as the theatricals serve to call into 

on the apparently distinct delineation of the female 

ers i n  Mans f i e fd  lark, the carnivalesque spirit 

ts and explodes female roles in The Hear& of the 

The most irreverent of these subversions is the 

of Flora at the hands of our narrator, Sonia, For 

, 3s Aunt Fay tells us, "the --gel of the House stood at 

Jane Austen's elbow . , - and she never quite learned how to 
ignore her" (231, Weldon herself has no suck qualms. No 

woman in -The Hear$ af ths  Country is sexually modest enough 

tc qualify as an angel in the text of the order of Fanny 

Prize, but Natalie's hausekeeper, Flora, is the "angel 

ascendingw (91 of the novel put to flames by Sonia at the 

c l i m ~ i - x  of the carnival. Flora, who seemed "the Virgin and 



the Madonna mixed in one" (91) is a symbol of 1L'oman 1-13 she 

is inscribed according to Christian doctrine, and as this 

symbol is sacrificed to "the ancient spirit of carnival" 

But Flora is also fin a deft conflation of imagery) 

"the new Madonna, pop star" 3531. She embodies the 

virgin/whore dichotoxy of Christian ideology, but she is 

also an image of a more secular ideology. She is "Mrs. 

Housewife Princess" 1181); she is " the prettiest and 

youngest of [the women]. . . . Both the mother who loves 

her child, and the child who looks forward to love" ( 8 6 ) .  

Flora symbolizes all that the dominant order has ascribed t o  

women. As representative of "all of [the women], what 

[they] once were" f1341, Flora is that part of themseives 

which the women m u s t  excise. She is the cancer of which t h e  

zarnivalesque body politic must rid itself. She becomes 

the sacrificial victim, destroyed in the conflagration "so 

the world can cure itself of evil and renew it.self" ( H e ~ i z - r  

1 9 4 )  - 6  

There are several other carnivalesrque elements 

associated with Flora ' s death-by-f ire. kt the moment of 

conflagration, Flora is "mesmerized bL. her good fortune" 

(1931, as Arthur hands her a cheque for two thousand pounds, 

"~e'd done what he said he would. He had a~hieved a moral 

weldon is obviously drawing here on the idea tbat the 
frequent goal of ritualized violence "is that of ridding the 
cornunity of drzacled polistian" {Davis, 1571.  



act, finally. It killed Flora" ( 1 9 3 ) .  Just as in carnival, 

the fool becomes king for the day, so the "robber baron" 

attains morality. In his abrupt moral turn around, Arthur 

succumbs to the spirit of "the true feast of time, the feast 

of becoming, change and renewal" IBakhtin, R&HW 10) that is 

carnival. 

Her brisk disposal of Flora illustrates Weidon's 

impatience with the roles accorded ta women by social and 

fictional convention. Her tactics are obviously much more 

overt than those of her predecessor, but her interest in 

exploding the confining roles by which women are inscribed 

parallels Austen's resistance to the limitations imposed on 

female experience. All the women characters in The Heart of 

the Country embody some element--inverted or otherwise--of 

the domestic and social roles prescribed for women within 

domestic fiction. Natalie and Sonia initially appear to be 

paired as heroine and anti-heroine, in much the same way as 

are Fanny and Mary Crawford. Natalie seems a conventional 

heroine, white 

marginalized woman- As 

Sonia is her inverse, the fallen 

the novel opens, Natalie is 

presented to us as the embodiment of "the consoling myth of 

the loving female in che dream homeen7 We are invited to 

construct her for ourselves: 

' Of course, this image unravels almost faster than it is 
knitted up in the text, since the second line i_n_forms us 
ghat "Natalie Harris sinnedu Clf, thereby causing us to 
question her status as a "heroine" immediately. 



Picture Natalie. Round face, blondy-haired, 
pretty as a girl in an early Chzrlie Chaplin 
movie, with that same blank 1c;ok of sexy- idlocy cm 
her face. It . = - -  *%as as if she wzs b-jrn to go round 
with subtitles: H e l g  me, sax7e me, p O c r  fit ti^ me. 
It was how she had been brought up to l ~ o k :  not 
her fault. (41 

She is like a Victorian doll, "all wide eyes, smooth cold 

skin and silent blinkingM ( 3 4 ) ;  she is "a good wife and 

mother" (11); and to complete her status as a parodic 

heroine, she is like Fanny in being "very much alone in tllc 

world" (20). Indeed, is as much as she is a construct of 

all that the dominant order ascribes to women, Natalie is a 

sort of lupdated nodel of Fanny Price. 

Sonia, on the other hand, has lost her status as good 

wife and mother, and been reduced to "unpaid child m i n d e ~  

for the state" 1 1 3 3 ) .  But sirlce Sonia-as-Narrator is 

writing from the perspective of the future, we also know her 

from the beginning of the text in her incarnation as mad 

"convicted arsonists 1251. When Natalie's story opens, 

Sonia is paying her dues for 

[falling] i n  love with Alec the solicitor, . * . 
[Her husband] l e f t  her when he discovered her in 
flagrante de l ic tu  and never forgave her . . . 
which is how Sonia happened to be living off the 
State's munificence, with three small children. 
What else was she t,o ST03 'I'm not y r ~ i n y  to 
subsidize a whore!' said Stephen, when the 
question of maintenance arose. ( 3 2 )  

Both Natalie and Sonia are delineated according Lo the 

conventions which define women according to their submi-..' a m >  rorl 

diss~lved, For as the nrsvel. opens, tlatalric i s  about t~ 



" f leave] the wives and [join] the women" (511 . "Natalie 

Harris sinned, and her husband Harry left for work one fine 

morning and didn't come back" flj. She is about to 

experience life as a marginalized woman, and as she will 

d, this is a very different experience from the "dream 

sew existence that she has been living. 

Natalie as heroine is also undercut by Sonia's 

tinued thrusting of herself into the centre of the text, 

is she seems Co carry through on the threat offered to 

by Mary Crawford, as many readers have found Mary a 

compelling and attractive character than the priggish 

ny, and suspected her of being the real Austen heroine in 

vel, Although The Heart of the Country purports to be 

e ' s  story, she remains a sort of cardboard cut-out 

ine. We have very little sense of her as a character 

se we have little access LO her thoughts. Instead, it 

Sonia's world we enter when we enter the realm of the 

navel--a world in which the border between madness and 

sanity is a shifting and insubstantial one, and in which the 

process of foliowing Natalie's story becomes a journey 

through Sonia ' s subj ect ive landscape, 

Sonia is  Soeh o r e h e s t r a i ; ~ ~  of the novel and malevolent 

spirit s f  carnival. 

S~n5.a  wanted juslice. Sonia wanted to get to the root 
of things, Sania bore a grudge, Sonia knew the 
histow of the carnival. - . . Sonia wanted her past to 
catch with her presen'c. Sonia hated men . . the 
same w a y  as 2111gus and Arthur, Harry, Stephen and Alec, 
ko name but, a E e w ,  hated women- (185) 



Sonia's status as "omniscient narrator" n@t only reinfux.-ces 

her role as a figure of carnival, it also reminds us t ha t  to 

enter the novel is to enter her internal world. She has the 

capacity to report on events at which she could not possibly 

be present, either as "Sonia," or as "I." She asks, "You 

wonder how I know all this? What goes on i n  one woman's 

head goes pretty much on in another 3 . . . We are al L oi u:.; 

part of one bleeding body, if you ask me" ( 2 4 1 ,  In so 

saying, Sonia makes herself part of the body politic t l m t  is 

carnival, in which there are no individuals, and in which 

all people are organically linked in one unified body. But 

she also reminds us that the narration is presented to us 

through the filter of her own subjectivity. This becomes 

another means by which Weldon proclaims the "ramshackle 

fictlonality" of the texc, and constitutes anorher challenge 

to the authority of the genre of domestic f i c t i o n  itself. 

Sonia similarly demonstrates her subjectivity in her 

inability to "see [herself] as others see [her] - -%hat  i s  t.r, 

say in the third person--when and as [she enters] into 

Natalie's storyu 117) - She frequently asserts " 1  ' 2 1  f rjr ant1 

keep out of it, I promise you, except in the third person" 

( 2 5 ,  my emphasis], only to reappear a fex lines l a t e r  as 

"me" ( 2 6 )  , Sonia's ostensible aim in atteaptiny to kiLJ 

herself off as "I" is her "quest for sanity az~d self- 

ts objeciivize fherself] " 1171, but as she says:  

to practise "objec~ivity, * to third-personalize, d ~ i c k  



[he] likes [her] to do, may well reduce the ego, but it 
doesn't half fracture one's sense of continuing 
identity, already seriously threatened. (29) 

Sonia as a fluctuating subject/object of her own narrative 

becomes a parodic representative of the feminist attempt to 

use writing ts reinscribe the self. She is consistently 

unable to represent herself as object as her psychiatrist 

uescs--her subjectivity keeps intruding. She is thus a 

rniiiar figure in Weidon's wriring, in which woman 

acters frequently "seek to construct a subjectivity 

ough [such] marginal representations , , , as witches, 

balists, monsters and she-devils, to subvert the moral 

latencies of liberal-h1mtanist and patriarchal society" 

s a "fat, garrulous, semi-mad succubus" (1691 ,  Sonia 

as far removed from Fanny Price as any character in 

ction, Fanny is "silent," Sonia, "garrulous." Fanny has 

"some touches of Ehe angel" (MF 3 4 0 )  about her, Sonia is an 

arsonist and murderer. However, there are some interesting 

parallels--inverted and otherwise--between the two, Both 

are marginalized characters. Fanny remains on the periphery 

af the activities and cornunity of Mansfield Park, while 

Sonia is obviously a woman en the fringe of society. Both 

serve as focalizers i n  their respective novels, and both are 

in turn che moral lenses in their respective texts--Fanny is 

the moraf centre of mtfa~siield Park, while Sonia is " [t] wing 

to estabf ish a maral fr-amesmrk for our existence, to decide 

esactlqr 'tdm to bla~te for what, and why" (Heart 25 f . 



In their incarnations as "moral centres" of the t e s r s  

they inhabit, both these characters are unreliable. 

Obvlous3y, the cliff erence in degree is substant fa1 . SLtr~i<i ' s 

claim that her "search for truth is enough to drive a sc-ine 

woman mad, and a mad one even madder" (251  immediately warns 

us that she is not to be trusted. Fanny's capacity fo: 

moral judgement is opened to question, rather than denied 

outright. They are both particularly questionable wk1t.11 riley 

pass judgement on women who do not measure up to their own 

standards of womanhood. Fanny's condemnation of her cotisiris 

and Mary Crawford is much like Sonia's condemnation of women 

who fail to live up to her standards of sisterly solidarity. 

The ambivalence of this element of their characters is 

revealed in both texts through the vehicle of double voicw:l 

discourse. In Austen's text, this takes the form of free 

indirect discourse. ' But the "ambivalence" inherent in 
Sonia's narration is revealed in a strikingly s j m i l a r  

manner. For instance, she tells us 

I don't want to be unfair to Mary Alice. khl wornart r _ l ~ t  

our sisters- She is underpaid and overworked l i k e  
anyone else and is a virgin at forty-three. 5c~rrie w o r n m  
are (a few) and there's nothing wrong with thdt in 
itself, It's just thar Mary Alice does soern to feel 
it's a womani s farrlr if she finds herself la the k m d  
of emotional and/or prac~ical quandaries v~hich afflict 
women who insist on consorting with men. . . . If only 
they'd keep their bodies to themselves, Mary Alice? 
thinks. . - - Nar- Alice's hair is very coarse, 
straight, and thick- (551 

- See my discussion of t h i s  point_ above, 3 5 - 5 6 .  



pervades Sonia's narrative, and in particular, her portrait 

of Natalie. In the same way that we are made to see Mary 

according to Fanny's priggish abhorrence of her lack of 

"modest loathings" ( N P  441), Sonia judges Natalie on the 

basis of her adherence to the "great sisterhood." 

For example, Sonia says of Natalie, "if a man turned U p ,  a n y  

obligation to a female friend fell by the w a y .  It w a s  

inexcusable" (165). ,hd according to our narrator, "by the 

end of the story . . . Natalie was looking less like a 

heroine and more like a calf girl" (4), and this is a 

judgement Sonia passes despite the fact that " [ i f n  Natalie's 

situation . . . [Sonia would] h a ~ ~ e  been i n  bed with  23gUs 

like a shot"(l09) . There is an element of jealousy which 

colours these portraits. Fanny, possessed of her passion 



becaus~ she feels her c o  be unworthy of him. Sonia, on the 

caber hand f i n  another  flmboyant mversion of convention), 

.' <* I, possessed of a desire for Natalie herself. She "could 

qalit,e see herself in Che same bed with Natalie, clasped, 

clasping and intertwined, giving and receiving all kinds of 

pleasure, in imitation of the act (as she remembered it) 

w i t h  men* (1271 . 

As the orchestrator of the novel and as the malevolent 

spirit of carnival, Sonia takes a certaia satisfaction in 

portraying Natalie's cycle of degradation. The spirit of 

carnival infusing the entxre text ensnares Natalie, whose 

status as "heroine" is inverted when she is very explicitly 

delineated in carnivalesque terms. She represents what Mary 

Russo calfs a "female grotesque." Russo points out that 

the central category under which Bakhtin organizes his 
reading of Rabelais as a carnivalesque text is 
"grotesque realism," with particular emphasis on the 
grotesque body. The grotesque body is the  open, 
protruding, extended, secretmg body, the body of 
becoming, process and change. . , . The grotesque body 
is associated with  he rest of the world (Russa 218). 

An important element of grctesque realism is degradation, 

here means corning down to earth, the contact with earth 
as an element that swallows up and gives birth at the 
same time. To degrade is to bury, to sow and to kill 
simultaneously, in order to bring forward something 
more and better [Bakhtin, R&H:tf 21) , 

From the initial pages of the novel, Natalie is signalled as 

s *Eemafe grotesque" through her repeated association with 

excremental images. She is left "well and truly in the shit, 





<e~efidency, so zkat she seemed altogether new and fresh" 

1 i l b b ! .  ihe cycle of degradation is completed. 

But MataLie's cycle of degradation also illustrates the 

tefiacious hold that master discourses exert upon women, for 

it is also the cycle of her exploration of rhe possibility 

+,hat "there might be life beyond marriage" ( 4 8 1 ,  Although 

it presents some conventional marriages, The Heart of the 

u n t r y  presents no conventional courtship plots; indeed, 

onia and Natalie's stories are direct inversions of this 

aditional plot, since both of them, as "adulteresses," are 

jected from their marriages as the novel begins. 

Ejected from her role as loving wife in the dream 

kitchen, Natalle finds herself ill-equipped for an 

alternative plot. When H a r - y  runs off with his secretary, 

he leaves her "with no job, unqualified and untrained, and 

with no experience other than as a businessman's wife and 

mother of two extremely self-centered children" ( 7 ) .  She 

has no money and "Harry doesn't believe in credit cards--not 

for [Natalie], anyhow--though he's got a gold American 

Express" (12). The house is in her husband's name (106), 

and Natalie is left destitute. Lacking the knowledge or the 

skills to negotiate "the fearful nexus of chaos" (Hear t  36) 

that i s  the real world, ~atalie finds herself obliged to 

throw herself anto the charity of the state. But here she 

For example, the marriages of Arthur and Jane, Angus and 
Jean. These marriages axe not conventional according to the 
"myth" of d~mestic fiction, but they are conventional in 
being typical examples of contemporary matrimony. 



finds that ~ichou: her p-stectii-e Identity as Harry I - iG1s~ls  ' 

. - .  s wife, both her abliz~~es as a mother and her sesua L mole3:: 

are open to question. As she 1s told. at the DHSS, i n  "'1 

world in which you are asking fcr public funds . . . your 

character and Sehavi~ur when in receipt of them must be 

taken into accounc" i i13-1141 . Natalie finds herself, ! i k ~  

Sonia, marginalized as cne of "the abandoned mothex s, t h+ 

sloppy and bad" [155!. 

Forced to rely on the help of such upstanding m e m b e r s  

of the patriarchy as Arthur and -Angus, her bank manager anti 

her solicitor, Natalie is repeatedly provided with false 0 1  

partial advice as all of them protect their interests over 

her own. "But there you are. Women who live by the good 

will of men have no control over their lives, and that's t h ~  

truth of it" (71 ,  as Sonia rather smugly proclaims. And 

Natalie cannot construct another identity for herself. 

Her job as quarry drudge is the last straw. She gives 

up her efforts to survive by herself and enters into the 

bargain with Angus, "that is, her body for his flat" (k69). 

The "new and fresh" Natalie, reverted into "little girl 

dependency" is ready to re-play her domestic role as a woman 

living by the protection of men. It is not until the spirit 

of carnival is unleashed in the text that she is able to 

free herself from the confines of this vicious cycle. 

The carnivalesque inversion of many of the female roles 

in the novel is one of the central strategies employed by 

Weldon to resist the containment of the prescriptions of the 



mzster  discomses. But she also resists these discourses-- 

- .-. as Austen does in Mansfield Park before her--by evoking a 

- r -  + < d ~ - - - y  y; pp 0 2  speech tTypes as a narrative strategy with which 

o o  undercut and subvert the authority of the dominant order 

One of the most interesting examples of this 

technique occurs in her appropriation of the discourse of 

domesticity itself. In the manner of women's magazines and 

housekeeping guides, The Heart of the Country dispenses 

domestic advice. Weldon uses this technique repeatedly 

throughout the body of her writing. For example, The Rules 

of Life is liberally scattered with extensive laundry 

instructions such as the following: 

To remove fruitspots, first cold-soap the article, 
then touch the spot with a paintbrush dipped in 
chlorite of soda, and dip instantly into cold 
water, to prevent injury to the fabric. (36) 

Sonia is similarly instructional in The Heart of the 

C o u n t r y :  

about layering. Hedges ought to be layered in 
the winter, not just have their tops sheared by 
that machinery which is so dangerous to passing 
traffic. Branches must be bent, part-severed, 
and intertwined in all but horizontal position, 
so a calculated and stock proof tangle of foliage 
is achieved. 3 55-56 j 

Sonia does not restrict herself to gardening tips 

alone. She also dispenses culinary advice: "[plotatoes and 

kale can be quite delicious, the secret is to pressure cook 

the kale, which reduces its obstinate toughness to quite 

acceptable stringiness" (311, and advises that "cats should 

be kept in at night, it is brutal to do otherwise" ( 2 ) .  



These instructicnal digressions centrifugally disrupt tht? 

narrative in which they are conca~ned. They- situate t-he 

novel flrmly in the reaim ~f the domestic genre, (as dc Mxs. 

time, the conventions of domestic realism are vlolated by 

the interruption of the narrative with the seemingly random 

insertion of domestic advice. We are constantly forced out 

of the narrative into the "real world" of these 

instructional digressions. This not only emphasizes the 

fictionality of the text, it also reminds us that domest-ic 

detail is an inescapable part of the real world. 

The instructional tone of these d3.gressions echoes t h e  

conduct manuals in which the domestic novel has its genesis. 

One of Weldon's most interesting narrative strategies is her 

situation of her text in relation to those novels which 

follow the educational aims of the conduct manuals. 

Natalie's story Is essentially the "History of a Young 

Lady's Entrance into the World," but it is a very different 

educational experience to the ones undergone by eonventionaL 

heroines. After Harry runs off with "Miss Eddon Gurney 

1978" (41,  Natalie must begin her new existence as one of 

"the abandoned mothers of Britain" (133). Completely 

innocent as to the convolutions of the DHSS, she is forced 

to rely on the more experienced Sonia, who "[gives] her 

tutorials on the Welfare Statew (132). For example, Natalie 

"should have gone to the Welfare in the first place--they'd 

have presented her case to the DHSS and the Housing 



Department themselves and then both would have coughed up" 

( 1 3 3 1 .  In statements such as these, Weldon effectively 

dispenses advice for all women in Natalie's position. The 

novel on one level becomes a conduct manual itself: a "How 

To" book on living on Social Security. 

h typically carnivalesque inversion occurs here, for 

while conduct manuals and didactic novels aimed to 

perpetuate "the prinsiples and concdct prevalent among women 

of rank and fortune" (More, title page), The Heart of the 

Country offers a variety of means by which those on the 

margins of society can seek to beat the system, or at least 

ensure that they receive the maximum benefit to which they 

are entitled. In its evocation of this kind of didactic 

fiction, the text simultaneously subverts the genre and the 

values encoded therein. The middle class woman to whom the 

conduct manual was addressed 1s implicitly placed in 

conjunction with the "unpaid child minder for the State" 

(133) to whom the "tutorials on the Welfare State" are 

directed. The resulting dialogic tension reduces the value 

system encoded within the conduct manual (and also, indeed, 

within the dominant ideology) to the "grotesque." 

Weldon situates her novel in a similar relation to the 

domestic realm by appropriating the discourse of women's 

magazines. For example, at one point, Sonia asks 

facetiously of Arthur and Jane's relationship, "Can this 

marriage be saved?" (142). She also refers to ~atalie's 

"dream kitchen" ( 1 1 ,  and in a particularly striking 



appropriation of tte format of women's magazines, descl-ibes 

~atalie's clothes: 

She came out . - . in a tight black s k i x t  (hers, k ~ a m  
the Harrix days) and a frilly white blouse imine, 
Oxfam, one pound eighty) , and make-up iMai-ks ,t Spencr?l-, 
bought aE the school fair for four pence--the b l u e  
eyeshadow all. gone, bui everything else okay! . ( 1 6 5 j  

The dialogic tension ir, this passage results from the 

expectation gezerated by the cultural context of trite woi~ ten  s 

magazine format, and its subsequent undercutting in the 

content. Instead of the listing of boutiques and brand 

names we expect to find in the parentheses, we find out \-lmt: 

Natalie purchases her clothes and accessories at O x f a r n  and 

the school fair. Weldon therefore undercuts the authority 

of these particularly "feminine" discourses and, in doing 

so, she undercuts the authority of domestic fiction i t s e l f ,  

as these "feminized" genres d l  contribute to the fantasy of 

the loving woman in the dream house. 

However, her appropriation of speech types also allows 

Weldon to expose the hypocrisy of "patriarchal" discourses. 

The "official" ideology in the text is most often 

represented in the speech of "patriarchalu men (although 

there are good many women working for the S C a t e  who rival 

the men in their authoritarian approach to their troubled 

sisters). There is no doubt that this discourse is often 

used to parodic purposes in fhe novel, and becomes a kind of 

"double-voiced discourse" similar to that in many of Sonia1$ 

speeches on women. This is apparent in the frjliminy 

passage, in which the use of free indirect discourse reweals  



t h e  attitude of a particular group of men "in their ow3 

Avon Farmers--a nebulous grouping of farmers, farm 
suppliers and business men--were co sell cheap 
imported agricultural chemicals and fcodstuffs. E3y 
the time the Ministry inspectors got to hear of the 
existence of the warehouse, it wouid have evaporated 
. . . such subterfuge would not have been necessazy had 
unreasonable EEC regulations not prevented the sale of 
certain fertilizers, growth promoters, hormones, 
insecticides and fungicides--used to advantage and 
without harming a soul in various parts s f  the world-- 
to the detriment of ~ritish farmers. (93-94) 

In this passage the speaker's intention (the justification 

of the actions of Avon Farmers! and that of the narrator are 

obviously opposed. Phrases such as "unreasonable EEC 

regulations," "without harming a soul," and "to the 

detriment of British farmers," expose the hypocrisy of these 

apparently upstanding pillars of the community, willing to 

subject others to possible harm in their efforts to line 

their own pockets. However, this passage is also undercut by 

its relation to other relativizing discourses in the text, 

among them the "statistic" that "one child in thirty these 

days is born physically handicapped" (150-151). This 

relationship is reinforced later in the text when we are 

told that "something had got into the soil" of the Garden 

Centre established by Arthur on the site previously occupied 

by Avon Farmers, and laone of his assistants had a baby born 

with a crooked leg but that could happen to anyone: there's 

an epidemic, remember, of handicapped babies" (197  1 . 

"Statistical" digressions of this sort function in the 

novel in mxch the same manner as do the instructional 



the narrative into whi-h they are inserted. Hau2  

be factual) serve E D  -sndercuc  he authority sf o t l i e ~  

discourses in the text, including those which are 

conventionaliy considered LC be "feminine." FQI- in:; t ,211c.~. , 

notions of "dream kitchens" and uHousewife Princesses" 

become grotesque i~ the context of the following statement- 

or" "fact": 

You know how many marriages end in divorce? One i n  
three. And a recent survey shows that a woman's 
standard of living falls on average by 42 per cent 
after divorce, and a man's actualiy rises. ill) 

These factual episodes serve as grounding points in ttit.: 

novel, and undercut the various monologic discourses of the 

dominant ideology. 

These discourses nunber too many in the novel to bo 

exhaustively discussed here, lo but the following 

particularly interesting instance of dialogic tension merits 

consideration. In this excerpt, a woman's internalization 

of her husband's perception of her is revealed: 

Val was right. [Sally] knew weil enough that coffee 
never tastes its best after being in a thermos an hour 
or so; she shol~ld have remembered that, instead of how 
the ihermos would let him sleep on, escape from the 
pain in his back, and still have something hot and 
reviving to drink when he woke up, She'd got it wrGny 
as usual. ( 6 2 )  

Other forms of discourse in the novel include the 
"jargon" of Sonia's psychiatrist, and the 2rofessionaL 
"slang" specific co real estate agezts and an t ique  4ealers. 



stcries, suffer from this internalization. Both Sonia and 

Pia ra l i e  immediately assume c h a t  the misfortune they suffer 

when their husbands &andon them is their owm fault. 

When [elvery'ching's wrong and miserable and awful, 
. . . whose fault can it be but the wife's? Since 
wives tend to take their husband's view of them, 
they yet confuzed and wretched themselves, not to 
mention hit, and feel it's their fault their 
husband's job:back/talent/life has failed, because 
he keeps saying it is . . . . I suppose it must be 
darling, if you say so. How I wish I were nearer 
what you want, that my breasts were bigger 
!smaller), that my brain was better (worse), that 
I wasn't so argumentative (acquiescent), then this 
would never have happened. (61) 

This is one of Weldon's main thrusts. She may attack 

patriarchal structures, but women are complicitous in their 

ohm fates, since "while women adapt, and adapt and adapt, 

men will continue t.o get away with everything" 1186). Women 

condemn themselves in their willingness to 

take the moral blame- . . Ever heard a man say 'it 
was my fault the marriage broke up'? No. Those are 
women's lines. They'll stare at you with black eyes 
and broken noses and say, 'MY fault! I provoked him.' 
(76-??) 

It is only when Sonia persuades the women to "stop 

colluding" (2.86) with agents of the patriarchy like -Angus 

and Arthur that they are able to break out of the confines 

In this she is much like Fanny Price who has certainlv - 
internalized the patrxarchyis prescrj2tions for womanhood. 



- .  . .  . cf conventionai decinls-c~s, szd ; < ~ - i t e  bexrond t h p  c?rlij.iIicT - 
the masker  ~ l a t ~  by +:'ii_ich ~ac-egy 2nd domestic tl,c+c?l-l 

con"tai nthem. 3 m j  the>- 50 so bh- mealls of the c ; i ; . 1~~~7a l ,  

i-- f9ne novel ' s carnix.~aliesqu? overt brow of the r-c\:.il;lfic.:+ g , k~ t -  - - +  

is m a d e  particularly apparent i n  the "ending" of esilll 

woman's story. Accordins to t h e  dictates c3f the t r i ? ~ i i . t i ; _ j r 1 ~ 1 . I  

marriage or romance plot, the reward for the wornan c ~ h o  

successfully conformed to society's convent i o n s  w a s  Pier 

entrance into her o~tm domestic realm, complete with " i i ~ : e ~ i n t  

kitchen, " in which she took up her rightful role as wife, 

mother, and "angel sf the house. " However, T h e  Heart  0.f  /:he 

Country ,  is Sonia's novel, and Flora, who attains the 

status of "Mrs. H o u s e w i f e  Princess," goes up in "a 

triuiiphant puff of smoke" ! 1 9 9 i ,  while Natalie, "who turned 

out to be nothing w c h  better than a whore, deserved n{>t;kirly 

and got evewthing" (154). Her pragmatic acceptance of the 

necessity of the bargain she makes with Angus--her body f:o.r- 

his f lat--is not unlike P.3ar-y Crawford's view of maur-ic~ye, 

and as we know, Mary is condemed for this view according t : . ~  

the moral system of Mans f i e ld  Park. But Natalie, whoze 

"immorality" merits "death" according to the traditiondl. 

romance plot, is rewarded with a "happy ending," Natalie, 

who says "-1 prefer the company of men' once COO often" 

(501, and who "has no social c e n ~ ~ i e n ~ e  at_ af:" ! J C " . \  iJ - i .21  , 3 . 5  ' 

rewarded for her son-cmfom.itv when she steps "into Fiova's 

shoes, with Bernard in the caravan" (1971. A n d  in do ing  sf), 

PIa-Lafie s e e m s  at l eas t  p a r t i a l b  to escape the wcie in 



which she has been trapped. During the height of the 

r n i va i ,  she ue&lizes char Angus "only wanted iher] because 

hur wanted [her]," and "brushelsj him out of her life" 

j With Bernard, she is "happier than she had ever been 

her Life" (138), but in case we imagine that Natalie's 

y ending merely entraps her once more within the closure 

"marriage" plot, we are told that this blissful 

ic tableau is achieved on "the edge of the council 

tip" ( 1 0 2 f .  She may arrive at a "happy ending" but 

s one which inverts the traditions. 

onia's "end" also constitutes a carnivalesque 

sion of the romance plot. Despite her failure to 

erself according to the dictates of her 

trist, he proposes to her anyway. "She can't accept, 

se. Happy endings are not so easy" (199). To the 

onia refuses to inscribe herself and her story 

ing to the "established truth" of the dominant 

and the conventions of the romance plot central to 

stic novel. 

X a n s f i e f d  Park's closure leaves us uncomfortably 

aware that the claustrophobic sense of restriction pervading 

the test continues to exert its suffocating hold on Fanny, 

imprisoning her ever more tightly within the confines of 

both the marriage plot and patriarchal structures, Weldon's 

novel resists containment to the end. Sonia, at least, has 

no intention of allowing her story to conclude. She eschews 

her "happy ending1' in favour of continuing her struggle. 



"She must get on with changing the ~ c r l d ,  rescuing the 

Weldon's appropriation of the sign system ef carnival 

provides her with a mode of critique which is pal-ticuldrll- 

suited to the feminist attempt to overturn and "write 

beyond" the conventions of the dominant structures. Bec,.~u:;c 

the 

carnivalesque body politic . . . [ingests] the 
entire corpus of high culture and, in its bloaked and 
irrepressible state, [releases] it in fits and s ta l - t s  
in all manner of re~o~nbinatlon, inversion, mockery ~xnd 
degradation . . . carnival . . . can be seen above all 
as a site of insurgency, and not merely withdrawal. 
(Russo 218) 

In Weldon's novel, the insurgency is far reaching. The 

novel appropriates not only the discourse of the patriarchy, 

but also the genre of the domestic novel, both of which are 

subsequently refracted in inverted and subverted forms. And 

if the theatricals in M a n s f i e l d  Park are less extreme in 

their subversion of convention and dominant ideology, the 

difference remains one of degree rather than intent. In 

both novels, the evocation of carnival/theatricals creates a 

si te  of resistance within the house of domestic fiction. 

F u ~ d  i n  both novels this site of resistance provides a place 

in which those on the margins of society are fred from the 

prohibitions of the dominant ideoloqy. Those "maenads, 

harridans, bags, fandl witcheszi ( H e a r t  1 8 5 )  , traditir,nally- 

denied voice, can enter into the dominant dis~otlrsc; and 

begin to subwxt it from the inside cut- 



Since Letters tc A i i c e  has been my main means of 

bridging the appsrent (or perhaps superficial] difference 

between Mansf ie ld  Park and The Heart of the C o u n t r y ,  I 

should perhaps conclude by musing on its place in the scheme 

of things. Weldon's BBC adaptation of P r i d e  and P r e j u d i c e ,  

as we11 as LefSters to  A l i c e ,  demonstrate her on-going 

engagement with the writing of her literary foremother. But 

in some ways this engagement seems a little curious. 

Writing in the guise of Aunt Fay, Weldon tells us, 

The Angel of the Rouse stood at Jane Austen's 
elbow, that is my guess, and she never quite 
learned how to ignore her--except perhaps in the 
early Lady Susan, for the writing of which, I 
imagine, she was gently chided by her family, and 
drew back quickly as at the touch of a cold, cold 
hand and never tried that again. But she learned 
how to get round the Angel, how to soothe her into 
slumber, and write while she slept. 129-301 

The Heart of the Country demonstrates that Weldon herself 

has no difficulty in dispensing summarily with angels, when 

Flora goes up in a puff of smoke, And if Austen had to 

*[pay] lip service to propriety . . . at a time when the 

reading of a novel, let alone the writing of one was seen as 

fsivolous at best and immoral at worst" (Weldon, 

introduction to Discipline viii), Weldon obviously has no 

such need. Indeed, she is no stranger to controversy, 

having on one occasion gone so far as to "[alienate] a group 

of impassioned fsminists by declaring that if they had been 

born male, she thought that some of them would be rapists" 



(Interview in V o g i e  1841 .  And speaking through Aunt-, 

Weldon reports the anger generated by her portrayal of men 

in her fictxon. "How, audiences say to me, can you be 

married and have sons and still be so horrible about men?" 

f 1 1 9 ) . '  Weldon is perfectly capable of offending both men 

and women with aplomb, and has no need of the subterfuge to 

which Austen nad to resort in her writing. Yet she insists, 

by means of Let~ers to Alice, chat we consider her w r i t i n g  

in relation to that of her predecessor, 

Weldon makes us aware that she perceives herself 

as sharing some of the same agendas as Austen. For if 

Austen "chides women for their raging vanity, their 

infinite capacity for self-deception, their idleness, 

their rapaciousness and folly" (LTA 2 6 ) ,  Weldon's 

writing is hardly very different. In fact, she 

reserves some of her severest censure for women. In an 

interview with Craig Brown, Weldon expressed her 

frustration at women's collusion with men's treatment 

of them. 

What women want most of all is permission to 
suffer, They think they nave to stand in the 
center [ s i c ]  of some family unit and sop up all 
the terrible feelings around them and feel nothing 
themselves. I tell them that's wrong. (Vogue 
184)  

Aunt Fay is obviously at least partially an 
autobiographical figure. A great many of the details of her 
"life" correspond to Weldon's own (this reference to sons 
being one of them), 



On the topic of men, Aunt Fay says of Austen, "she does 

not condemn" them, she merely "observes" ( 2 6 1 .  And of 

herself, she writes, "I am not horrible to and about 

men, I merely report them as I see them. I neither 

ndone nor reproach" (119). Although I disagree with 

th these statements, they reveal the extent to which 

on situates her own writing with Austen's. 

Moreover, Weidon links herself to Austen through the 

racter of Aunt Fay. Aunt Fay is not only an overtly 

iographical representation, she is also constructed 

the model of Austen herself, Above and beyond the 

iaus parallel between Aunt Fay's letters of literary 

to her niece and Austen's own letters to Anna Austen, 

Fay appears a close relation to the "Aunt Jane" who now 

d then appears in Austen's letters, (despite Cassandra 

en's meddling scissorsj, if not in Austen-Leigh's 

o r .  There is the same tartness and wit to both 

characters. 

The effect of this conflation is to illuminate both 

Weldon and Austen as writers. Weldon seems to resurrect the 

ghost of her predecessor in an effort to place her before us 

in a new light, to give us her own view of Austen. She 

makes us see in Austen's writing "[slomething truly 

frightening r~mhling there beneath the bubbling mirth: 

something capable of taking the world by the heels and 

shaking it" ( 1 1 9 ) .  And by engaging in a dialogue with her 

literary foremother in both L e t t e r s  t o  Alice and T h e  Hear t  



of the Country, she reminds us that Austen is not s ~ ?  cii~t-~~rit 

from us after all. 

There can be no closure to speculations on how Welden 

perceives herself in reiation to  ust ten.^ But LeCters to 

Alice, if nothing else, demonstrates that Weldon 

acknowledges her debt as a woman writer to her l i t e r a r l ~  

foremother. Weldon knows that 

words . . . go back and back into a written 
history. Words are not simple things: they take 
unto themselves, as they have through time, power 
and meaning: they did so then, they do so now. 
(15 3 

At times, she appears to mine Austen's texts for material 

for her own fiction. In Letters to Alice, Aunt Fay objects 

to the ending of M a n s f i e l d  Park, to the notion that. the 

"unspeakably good" (LTA 134) Fanny should triu~nph over t h e  

attractive Mary Crawford. "Oh, Miss Austen, what wishf~l 

thinking do we have here! It has come to my notice . . 

that in the real world, the worse women behave, the better 

they get on" (135) . The H e a r t  of the Country demonstrates 

this principle when "whorish" Natalie receives her happy 

ending, while "angelic" Flora goes up in flames. In this 

way Weldon's writing responds to and engages in a dialogue 

with that of Austen. 

A point which would no doubt gratify Weldon highly, as 
she expresses her disdain for the inquiries she receives 
from doing theses on some aspect of literature and/or 
feminism today [who] seem to believe that, if only they 
understood the writer, they would then understand the hook. 
Recognizing that there is something inexplicable about tzhe 
work, their ambition is instantly to nail it, and then 
explain it" (LTA 80). I stand condemned. 



rn   here is no way of knowing--short of asking--if 

Weldon's use of the carnival in The Hear t  of the C o u n t r y  was 

generated by her reading of M a n s f i e l d  Park .  But my own 

reading of Weldon's text made me see M a n s f i e l d  Park in a 

different way. And perhaps this is ali that any writer can 

ask, that the act of "writing out of a tradition, if only to 

break away from it," illuminates not only the contemporary 

rk, but also the tradition itself. 

Weldon explores domestic fiction, and Austen's writing, 

ecause she is able--within the confines of the genre--to 

ipulate the dominant myths which underpin the 

constructions of gender by which we still for the most part 

live. Austen's insistent inscription of her awareness of 

the limitations imposed on women by these dominant myths 

helped to form the shape of the domestic novel, even as she 

inscribed her resistance to these limitations. Weldon takes 

up the domestic novel and continues the process which Austen 

began. 

The flamboyancy of Weldon's tactics turns her novel 

into a pyrotechnic spectacle. She erects conventions only 

to instantly explode and invert them. And yet, despite its 

audacity, The Heart o f  the C o u n t r y  reaches back over one 

hundred and seventy years to engage in a dialogue with the 

quiet disruptions of M a n s f i e l d  Park. And this is possible 

because many of the structures challenged by Austen are 

still in place to be detonated by Weldon. 
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